
Introduction to Graphics Technology

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
Engineering And Technology
The Design Process
Drawing Instrument
Lettering
Geometric Construction

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Have an overview of Engineering and Technology

 Learn about Engineering versus Engineering Technology Programs

 Understand the Professional Engineer Licensure

 Develop learning regarding typical Positions in Engineering and Technology

Definition/Overview:

Engineering: Engineering is the discipline and profession of applying scientific knowledge and

utilizing natural laws and physical resources in order to design and implement materials,

structures, machines, devices, systems, and processes that realize a desired objective and meet

specified criteria.
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Technology: Technology is a broad concept that deals with a species' usage and knowledge of

tools and crafts, and how it affects a species' ability to control and adapt to its environment. In

human society, it is a consequence of science and engineering, although several technological

advances predate the two concepts. Technology is a term with origins in the Greek

"technologia", "τεχνολογία" "techne", "τέχνη" ("craft") and "logia", "λογία" ("saying").

However, a strict definition is elusive; "technology" can refer to material objects of use to

humanity, such as machines, hardware or utensils, but can also encompass broader themes,

including systems, methods of organization, and techniques. The term can either be applied

generally or to specific areas: examples include "construction technology", "medical

technology", or "state-of-the-art technology".

Key Points:

1. Overview of Engineering and Technology

The human race's use of technology began with the conversion of natural resources into simple

tools. The prehistorical discovery of the ability to control fire increased the available sources of

food and the invention of the wheel helped humans in travelling in and controlling their

environment. Recent technological developments, including the printing press, the telephone,

and the Internet, have lessened physical barriers to communication and allowed humans to

interact on a global scale. However, not all technology has been used for peaceful purposes; the

development of weapons of ever-increasing destructive power has progressed throughout history,

from clubs to nuclear weapons.

Technology has affected society and its surroundings in a number of ways. In many societies,

technology has helped develop more advanced economies (including today's global economy)

and has allowed the rise of a leisure class. Many technological processes produce unwanted by-
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products, known as pollution, and deplete natural resources, to the detriment of the Earth and its

environment. Various implementations of technology influence the values of a society and new

technology often raises new ethical questions. Examples include the rise of the notion of

efficiency in terms of human productivity, a term originally applied only to machines, and the

challenge of traditional norms.

Philosophical debates have arisen over the present and future use of technology in society, with

disagreements over whether technology improves the human condition or worsens it. Neo-

Luddism, anarcho-primitivism, and similar movements criticise the pervasiveness of technology

in the modern world, claiming that it harms the environment and alienates people; proponents of

ideologies such as transhumanism and techno-progressivism view continued technological

progress as beneficial to society and the human condition. Indeed, until recently, it was believed

that the development of technology was restricted only to human beings, but recent scientific

studies indicate that other primates and certain dolphin communities have developed simple tools

and learned to pass their knowledge to other generations.

2. Engineering versus Engineering Technology Programs

The Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology describes the difference between

engineering and engineering technology as: "Engineering and technology are separate but

intimately related professions. Here are some of the ways they differ:

 Engineering undergraduate programs include more mathematics work and higher level

mathematics than technology programs.

 Engineering undergraduate programs often focus on theory, while technology programs usually

focus on application.

 Once they enter the workforce, engineering graduates typically spend their time planning, while

engineering technology graduates spend their time making plans work.
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 At ABET, engineering and engineering technology programs are evaluated and accredited by

two separate accreditation commissions using two separate sets of accreditation criteria.

 Graduates from engineering programs are called engineers, while graduates of technology

programs are often called technologists.

 Some U.S. state boards of professional engineering licensure will allow only graduates of

engineering programsnot engineering technology programsto become licensed engineers."

The National Society of Professional Engineers describes the difference between engineering

and engineering technology:

"The distinction between engineering and engineering technology emanates primarily from

differences in their educational programs. Engineering programs are geared toward development

of conceptual skills, and consist of a sequence of engineering fundamentals and design courses,

built on a foundation of complex mathematics and science courses. Engineering technology

programs are oriented toward application, and provide their students introductory mathematics

and science courses, and only a qualitative introduction to engineering fundamentals. Thus,

engineering programs provide their graduates a breadth and depth of knowledge that allows them

to function as designers. Engineering technology programs prepare their graduates to apply

others' designs."

3. Professional Engineer Licensure

Many U.S. states allow Engineering Technology graduates from accredited programs to sit for

the Fundamentals of Engineering (FE) exam to become an Engineer Intern (E.I.), and the

Principles and Practices of Engineering (PP) exam to become a Professional Engineer (P.E.), but

they require several additional years of experience before doing so. However, this is

controversial. The NCEES Model Law, would allow only engineering graduates to sit for these

exams, and movement is underway to require a master's degree or equivalent for licensure as a

Professional Engineer.
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4. Typical Positions in Engineering and Technology

Positions vary according to the degree received. Graduates acquiring an associate's degree or

lower typically find careers as Engineering Technicians. Those acquiring a bachelor's degree or

higher ...often are hired to work as technologists or engineers, not technicians. Entry-level

positions such as product design, testing, development, systems engineering, field engineering,

technical operations, and quality control are all common positions for Engineering Technology

graduates. Often the title engineer can be put on an individual with no formal education, but a

long history of doing engineering work. The American Engineers Council for Professional

Development (ECPD, the predecessor of ABET) has defined engineering as follows:

The creative application of scientific principles to design or develop structures, machines,

apparatus, or manufacturing processes, or works utilizing them singly or in combination; or to

construct or operate the same with full cognizance of their design; or to forecast their behavior

under specific operating conditions; all as respects an intended function, economics of operation

and safety to life and property. One who practices engineering is called an engineer, and those

licensed to do so may have more formal designations such as Professional Engineer, Chartered

Engineer, or Incorporated Engineer. The broad discipline of engineering encompasses a range of

more specialized subdisciplines, each with a more specific emphasis on certain fields of

application and particular areas of technology.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Have an overview of Engineering Process
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 Understand 10 Steps involved in Engineering Process

Definition/Overview:

Engineering Design Process: An engineering design process is a process used by engineers to

help develop products. The Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology defines the

engineering design as the process of devising a system, component or process to meet desired

needs. It is a decision-making process (often iterative), in which the basic sciences, mathematics,

and engineering sciences are applied to convert resources optimally to meet a stated objective.

Among the fundamental elements of the design process are the establishment of objectives and

criteria, synthesis, analysis, construction, testing, and evaluation.

Key Points:

Engineering process can be divided up into a ten-step process, which includes identifying a need,

defining the problem, conducting research, narrowing the research, analyzing set criteria, finding

alternative solutions, analyzing possible solutions, making a decision, presenting the product,

and communicating and selling the product. This process is not universal for all engineers or all

processes. Individuals utilize their personal knowledge and experiences to follow the path to

design success.

1. Identifying a Need

The engineers themselves often do not identify a need, but rather society discovers a need and

then presents that need to the engineering firm. The term need is fairly vague, but often refers to

desire or shortage of a good. This need can sometimes be considered a necessity to some people
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but a luxury for others (Eide). Identification of the need is a basic engineering design process,

without which engineering design is incomplete.

2. Defining the Problem

Engineers must appropriately define the problem first in order to improve it. Solving an

insignificant problem can cost a firm millions in funding and precious time.

3. Conducting Research

Most of a productive engineers time will be spent on research, locating, applying, and

transferring information (Eide). They first must be well acquainted with as much information

possible, which in turn produce a better solution. Here the engineer asks many questions, such

as, What has been written about it? Is something already on the market that may solve the

problem? What is wrong with the way it is being done? What is right with the way it is being

done? Who manufactures the current solution? How much does it cost? Will people pay for a

better one if it cost more? How much will they pay (or how bad is the problem)? (Eide) All these

questions will help the engineer get a better grasp on the problem at hand.

Another major part of this research step is determining the source of information. It is the

engineers job to sift through all of the gathered research and decide what is relevant. One sources

available is an already existing solution. Reverse engineering is an effective learning technique if

other solutions are available on the market (Eide). Other effective sources of information include

the Internet, local libraries, available government documents, personal organizations, trade

journals, vendor catalogs and individual experts available (Eide). It is very important to record

these findings in a bibliography that way it is easy to find the information at a later date.
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4. Narrowing the Research

Up until now, the problem research and definition has been kept broad to allow for a large

amount of possible solutions. Constraints are necessary because they eliminate any extreme

solutions that would be inefficient, costly, and physically impossible to create.

5. Analyzing set criteria

Criteria, or characteristics have to be established from experience, research, market studies, and

customer preferences (Eide) that are desired by the consumer. In this step, solutions are

compared on a qualitative basis such as appearance, durability and cost. The importance of each

characteristic must be agreed upon the team of engineers in order to find the top reasonable

solutions to the problem.

6. Finding alternative solutions

In this step, a list of the possible solutions is made and the pros and cons of each solution are

discussed. Engineers will sometimes create a checklist of characteristics of the possible solutions

and decided what could be changed to better the final result. Brainstorming is a great way to

decide what is good about the solution and what could be changed to better the solution.

7. Analyzing possible solutions

All possible alternative solutions have to be analyzed to determine their potential. At this point

the engineer will again condense the possible solutions. Using mathematical and key engineering

principles, the engineer analyzes the potential performance of the solution to determine if the

solution is physically possible. During this analyzing process engineers review the laws of nature

and determine whether the product is economically practical by using plain common sense

(Eide).
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8. Making a decision

Some decisions are easily made through analyzing and constraining from the previous steps, but

at other times the decision on which solution to choice can be close to impossible. What makes

decision making so tough is the trade offs of choosing one solution over the other. Often

engineers can come up with impeccable solutions, detailing the strengths and weaknesses of all

solutions, but in the end cannot make the decision of which is better on their own. One tool that

can be helpful in the decision making process is to be organized. Having as much information

possible about all the alternative solutions will make it easier to evaluate the product efficiently.

Another crucial tool is to have the objective for the problem and important criteria clear in mind.

Frequently when working on a problem, an engineer may get side tracked, so its important to

remember the purpose of the solution.

9. Presenting the product

Details about the product can be given visually through sketches. Its important to have accurate

sketches in order to describe your ideas to technicians and drafters. Successful engineers will

have to communicate accurately through written, spoken and graphical languages in order to

develop and interpret specifications (Eide).

10. Communicating and selling the product

Here the engineer has to sell and explain the product in a persuading manner. Selling the product

takes place all along the design process. Another way of communication is the written report,

which may be read by both management and clients. These written reports can vary in formality,

but usually contain an appropriate cover page, abstract, table of contents, body, conclusion and

recommendation, and an appendix. Another common way of communicating the new product is

through an oral presentation which presents the information convincently to the listener. The key

to a good oral presentation is to be prepared, have good posture, good eye contact and project

your voice loud and clearly. Its important that the oral presentation gives enough information to

get the idea across to the desired audience but not too much information to become
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overwhelming, and confusing. Design is the essence of engineer. (Eide) The purpose of

engineering design revolves around our natural instincts as human beings to always strive for

more, and that is why engineering is one of the fastest growing careers. Society will always

strive for more than what is available, pushing engineers, designers, and inventors to

continuously produce more innovative ideas. Through the engineering design process, engineers

are given the tools and guidelines needed to successfully create these innovative ideas.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand use of Drawing in Technical Fields

 Comprehend Drafting Procedures

 Learn about Basic drafting system

 Understand Drawing Before CAD

Definition/Overview:

Technical Drawing: Technical drawing , also known as drafting, is the "art and practice of

creating accurate representations of objects for technical, architectural and engineering needs." A

practitioner of the craft is known as a draftsman, (or draughtsman in the UK), and recently,

"drafter". Technical drawing includes the various fields and technologies underpinning

electronics, which has in turn revolutionized the art with new tools in the form of Computer

Aided Design.
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Key Points:

1. Drawing in Technical Fields

Most technical fields, even those not generally considered as highly techical such as plumbing

have their own conventions and practicesthe symbols and shorthand notations that convey a lot

of information in minimal space. All of these are specialized communications. The foundation of

the modern computerized world is directly founded on the accurate scale drawings on synthetic

vellums that enabled the integrated circuits and printed circuit boards that underly modern

electronics, as discussed in the section below Before CAD. The development and progress of the

industrial revolution on the whole depends on the art, usually taught and classed as one of the

Industrial arts. Engineering and architectural students are introduced to the art, generally in

freshman level courses.

Today the mechanics of the drafting task have been greatly accelerated through the use of CADD

systems, but regardless of whether a draft is drawn by hand or with computer assistance, the

field-use-drawing must be reproducible with a version control system to maintain authorized and

approved changes to the master document (or computer files, the modern analog). In some fields,

particularly electronics, draftsmen are also known by the ambiguous "designer", who's job would

be distinct and separate from the engineers specifying and working out the design details. In

short, draftsman are communicators that are part of an engineering team charged with producing

specialty documentation packaged as a design, which following the standards of the field, can be

understood by others with the same training.

2. Drafting Procedures

The basic drafting procedure is to place a piece of paper (or other material) on a smooth surface

with right-angle corners and straight sidestypically a drafting table. A sliding straightedge known

as a T-square is then placed on one of the sides, allowing it to be slid across the side of the table,
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and over the surface of the paper. "Parallel lines" can be drawn simply by moving the T-square

and running a pencil or technical pen along the T-square's edge, but more typically the T-square

is used as a tool to hold other devices such as set squares or triangles. In this case the draftsman

places one or more triangles of known angles on the T-squarewhich is itself at right angles to the

edge of the tableand can then draw lines at any chosen angle to others on the page. Modern

drafting tables (which have by now largely been replaced by CAD stations) come equipped with

a parallel rule that is supported on both sides of the table to slide over a large piece of paper.

Because it is secured on both sides, lines drawn along the edge are guaranteed to be parallel.

In addition, the draftsperson uses several tools to draw curves and circles. Primary among these

are the compasses, used for drawing simple arcs and circles, and the French curve, typically a

piece of plastic with complex curves on it. A spline is a rubber coated articulated metal that can

be manually bent to most curves. Drafting templates assist the draftsperson consistently recreate

recurring objects in a drawing without having to reproduce the object from scratch every time.

This is especially useful when using common symbols; i.e. in the context of stagecraft, a lighting

designer will typically draw from the USITT standard library of lighting fixture symbols to

indicate the position of a common fixture across multiple positions. Templates are sold

commercially by a number of vendors, usually customized to a specific task, but it is also not

uncommon for a draftsperson to create their own templates.

3. Basic drafting system

Drawing

type "name"

Dimensions

(width X height)

Drawing

type "name"

Dimensions

(width X height)

A-size
08.5 by 11.0 inches

022 cm by 028 cm
B-size

11.0 by 17.0 inches

028 cm by 043 cm

C-size
17.0 by 22.0 inches

043 cm by 056 cm
D-size

22.0 by 34.0 inches

056 cm by 086 cm
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E-size
34.0 by 44.0 inches

086 cm by 112 cm
F-size

44.0 by 68.0 inches

112 cm by 173 cm

G-size
88.0 by 68.0 inches

224 cm by 173 cm
H-size

68.0 by 136 inches

173 cm by 345 cm

As can be seen in the series, the width of the previous

drawing size becomes the height of the next size in the sequence.

[Table 1: Basic drafting system]

This basic drafting system requires an accurate table and constant attention to the positioning of

the tools. A common error is to allow the triangles to push the top of the T-square down slightly,

thereby throwing off all angles. Even tasks as simple as drawing two angled lines meeting at a

point require a number of moves of the T-square and triangles, and in general drafting can be a

time consuming process. A solution to these problems was the introduction of the mechanical

"drafting machine", an application of the pantograph (sometimes referred to incorrectly as a

"pentagraph" in these situations) which allowed the draftsman to have an accurate right angle at

any point on the page quite quickly. These machines often included the ability to change the

angle, thereby removing the need for the triangles as well. In addition to the mastery of the

mechanics of drawing lines, arcs and circles (and text) onto a piece of paperwith respect to the

detailing of physical objectsthe drafting effort requires a thorough understanding of geometry,

trigonometry and spatial comprehension, and in all cases demands precision and accuracy, and

attention to detail of high order. Although drafting is sometimes accomplished by a project

engineer, architector even by shop personnel such as a machinistskilled drafters (and/or

designers) usually accomplish the task and are always in demand to some level.
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4. Drawing Before CAD

Before CAD, master technical drawings were produced on a either paper or vellum within a

technical field. There was great need to be able to "pick off a dimension" from a drawing

accurately, requiring in turn a need for extremely accurate master drawings. While the blueprint

process enabling 1:1 scaled copies dates from the 1840s, large accurate-to-scale drawings were

technologically handicapped because quality natural vellums were limited in size and expensive,

paper shrinks and expands drastically with humidity, and initial accuracy quickly degraded in the

field situation where such documents made or broke a product.

The problem was resolved in part by the invention of a modern imitation "vellum" made from

plasticized cotton. Like natural vellum, the synthetic is more dimensionally stable than a linen or

paper sheet, which is frequently critical in the development of large scaled drawings and plans. It

was also extremely important in that reproduction technology for dissemination of the plans as

like a high quality natural vellum, it could be produced in a thin enough sheet to be virtually

transparent to strong light enabling an original hand drawing to be used directly in the blueprint

process that creates reproductions of the original drawings.

During the last century, antedating integrated CAD and modern laser printing which only came

about after development of VLSI based microprocessors, synthetic vellum was used to creating

master drawings that were at the heart of any large engineering or architectural project.

"Blueprints" are a copy of such master drawings, and are used in the field. Blueprints are used by

builders and subcontractors for day to day use and to make mark-ups of changes throughout the

building process. Large paper drawings require an additional step (tracing paper amenable to

letting light pass through it, and hence is more error prone)

Drafting vellums eventually came to be standardized into a series of drawing sizes known as "A-

size", "B-size", ..., "G-size" drawings which doubled in sheet size area with every step. Indeed,

VLSI microcircuits themselves were layed out on such vellums layer by layer, "masked" to the
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dimensions of the given layer (a tracing step of sorts), and those masks photographed, all to scale

in very large specialty light boxes. The negatives (known as photomicrographs,

photo+micro+graph) thus obtained, were then step-reproduced in carefully aligned arrays and

etched onto a glass plate Master of that layer.

In short huge dimensional drawings representing the guts of an integrated circuit were scaled

down optically and reproduced to produce each layer of the computer chips which eventually

came to be part of the systems which replaced the vellums that made the CAD technology

possible. Large scale hand drafted drawings in today's world are unusual and rare, but the old

technology still exists and is the foundation upon which the modern computerized world is built.

It is still common for engineers and architects to work out the details of a concept, so called

"Sketches" on paper drawings before going to CAD. Even in the heyday of hand drafted

blueprint technology technical workers found that working with a sketch was an aid to clear

thinking.

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Learn about Names of Letters

 Develop learning regarding history of Letters

 Comprehend various types of letters

Definition/Overview:

Letter: A letter is an element in an alphabetic system of writing, such as the Greek alphabet and

its descendants. Each letter in the written language is usually associated with one phoneme
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(sound) in the spoken form of the language. Written signs in earlier writings are best called

syllabograms (which denote a syllable) or logograms (which denote a word or phrase).

Key Points:

1. Names of Letters

As symbols that denote segmental speech, letters are associated with phonetics. In a purely

phonemic alphabet, a single phoneme is denoted by a single letter, but in history and practice

letters often denote more than one phoneme. A pair of letters designating a single phoneme is

called a digraph. Examples of digraphs in English include "ch", "sh" and "th". A phoneme can

also be represented by three letters, called a trigraph. An example is the combination "sch" in

German. A letter may also be associated with more than one phoneme, with the phoneme

depending on the surrounding letters or etymology of the word. As an example of positional

effects, the Spanish letter c is pronounced [k] before a, o, or u (e.g. cantar, corto, cuidado), but is

pronounced [s] before e or i (e.g. centimo, ciudad).

Letters also have specific names associated with them. These names may differ with language,

dialect and history. Z, for example, is usually called zed in all English-speaking countries except

the U.S., where it is named zee. Letters, as elements of alphabets, have prescribed orders. This

may generally be known as "alphabetical order" though collation is the science devoted to the

complex task of ordering and sorting of letters and words in different languages. In Spanish, for

instance, is a separate letter being sorted after n. In English, n and are sorted alike. Letters may

also have numerical value. This is true of Roman numerals and the letters of other writing

systems. In English, Arabic numerals are typically used instead of letters.

2. History of Letters

The invention of letters was preceded by the West Semitic script, which appeared in Canaan

around 1000 BC. Antecedents are suspected in the Proto-Canaanite writing, dated to around
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1800 BC, Virtually all alphabets have their ultimate origins from this system. The Greek

alphabet was invented around 800 BC.

3. Types of letters

The following "alphabets" (not all are alphabets) and individual letters are discussed in related

articles. Each represents a different script:

Arabic alphabet: (Alphabetical from right to left) ,ظ ,ط ,ض ,ص ,ش ,س ,ز ,ر ,ذ ,د ,خ ,ح ,ج ,ث ,ت ,ب ,ا

,ن ,م ,ل ,ك ,ق ,ف ,غ ,ع ,ھـ .ي ,و

Cyrillic alphabet: А, Б, В, Г, Ґ, Д, Е, Є, Ж, З, И, І, Ї, Й, К, Л, М, Н, О, П, Р, С, Т, У, Ф, Х, Ц,

Ч, Ш, Щ, Ю, Я, Ъ, Ь, Ђ, Љ, Њ, Ћ, Џ.

Greek alphabet: Α, Β, Γ, Δ, Ε, Ζ, Η, Θ, Ι, Κ, Λ, Μ, Ν, Ξ, Ο, Π, Ρ, Σ, Τ, Υ, Φ, Χ, Ψ, Ω.

Hebrew alphabet: (Alphabetical from right to left) ,א ,ב ,ג ,ד ,ה ,ו ,ז ,ח ,ט ,י ,כ ,ל ,מ ,נ ,ס ,ע ,פ ,צ ,ק ,ר

,ש .ת

Latin alphabet: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z.

Some writing systems have two major forms for each letter: an upper case form (also called

capital or majuscule) and a lower case form (also called minuscule). Upper and lower case forms

represent the same sound, but serve different functions in writing. Capital letters are most often

used at the beginning of a sentence, as the first letter of a proper name, or in inscriptions or

headers. They may also serve other functions, such as in the German language where all nouns

begin with capital letters. A letter may be printed in a number of different sizes or forms,

depending on choice of typeface. A typeface is a single, stylistically consistent set of forms for

letters (or glyphs). A particular typeface may alter standard forms of characters, may present

them with different optical weight, or may angle or embellish their forms. A font is more specific

than a typeface, since it specifies the size of the letters as well as the form.
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Example/Case Study:

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Learn about Names of Letters

Definition/Overview:

Key Points:

Compass-and-straightedge or ruler-and-compass construction is the construction of lengths

or angles using only an idealized ruler and compass. The ruler to be used is assumed to be

infinite in length, has no markings on it and only one edge, and is known as a straightedge. The

compass is assumed to collapse when lifted from the page, so may not be directly used to transfer

distances. (This is an unimportant restriction, as this may be achieved via the compass

equivalence theorem.) Every point constructible using straightedge and compass may be

constructed using compass alone. A number of ancient problems in plane geometry impose this

restriction. The most famous ruler-and-compass problems have been proven impossible in

several cases by Pierre Wantzel, using the mathematical theory of fields. In spite of these

impossibility proofs, some mathematical novices persist in trying to solve these problems. Many

of them fail to understand that many of these problems are trivially solvable provided that other

geometric transformations are allowed: for example, doubling the cube is possible using

geometric constructions, but not possible using ruler and compass alone. Mathematician
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Underwood Dudley has made a sideline of collecting false ruler-and-compass proofs, as well as

other work by mathematical cranks, and has collected them into several books.

Neusis construction

The Neusis is a geometric construction method that was used in antiquity by Greek

mathematicians.

Neuseis have been important because they sometimes provide a means to solve geometric

problems that are not solvable by means of compass and straightedge alone. Examples are the

trisection of any angle in three equal parts, or the construction of a regular heptagon.

Mathematicians such as Archimedes of Syracuse (287212 BC) freely used neuseis. Nevertheless,

gradually the technique dropped out of use.
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Compass and straightedge tools

The "compass" and "straightedge" of compass and straightedge constructions is an idealization

of rulers and compasses in the real world:

 The compass can be opened arbitrarily wide, but (unlike some real compasses) it has no

markings on it. It can only be opened to widths that have already been constructed, and it

collapses when not used for drawing.

 The straightedge is infinitely long, but it has no markings on it and has only one edge, unlike

ordinary rulers. It can only be used to draw a line segment between two points or to extend an

existing line.

Each construction must be exact. "Eyeballing" it (essentially looking at the construction and

guessing at its accuracy, or using some form of measurement, such as the units of measure on a

ruler) and getting close does not count as a solution. Stated this way, compass and straightedge

constructions appear to be a parlour game, rather than a serious practical problem; but the

purpose of the restriction is to ensure that constructions can be proven to be exactly correct, and

is thus important to both drafting (design by both CAD software and traditional drafting with

pencil, paper, straight-edge and compass) the science of weights and measures, in which exact

synthesis from reference bodies or materials is extremely important. One of the chief purposes of

Greek mathematics was to find exact constructions for various lengths; for example, the side of a

pentagon inscribed in a given circle. The Greeks did not find constructions for three problems:

 Squaring the circle: Drawing a square the same area as a given circle.

 Doubling the cube: Drawing a cube with twice the volume of a given cube.

 Trisecting the angle: Dividing a given angle into three smaller angles all of the same size.
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Constructible points and lengths

Suppose an algorithm that gives you a point as a result. The point will always be given by

intersection of two lines (or line and circle or two circles. See previous elemental operations), but

there are infinite points in a classical euclidean space. Regardless of the algorithm we use, we

can only perform a finite number of steps. Therefore, no matter what algorithm we use to

determine them, there will always be points that we cannot mark by crossing of two lines (same

holds if we mark the point as intersection of a line and a circle, or of two circles) There are many

different ways to prove something is impossible. A more rigorous proof would be to demarcate

the limit of the possible, and show that to solve these problems one must transgress that limit.

Much of what can be constructed is covered in intercept theory. We could associate an algebra to

our geometry using a Cartesian coordinate system made of two lines, and represent points of our

plane by vectors. Finally we can write these vectors as complex numbers. Using the equations

for lines and circles, one can show that the points at which they intersect lie in a quadratic

extension of the smallest field F containing two points on the line, the center of the circle, and

the radius of the circle. That is, they are of the form , where x, y, and k are in F.

Since the field of constructible points is closed under square roots, it contains all points that can

be obtained by a finite sequence of quadratic extensions of the field of complex numbers with

rational coefficients. By the above paragraph, one can show that any constructible point can be

obtained by such a sequence of extensions. As a corollary of this, one finds that the degree of the

minimal polynomial for a constructible point (and therefore of any constructible length) is a

power of 2. In particular, any constructible point (or length) is an algebraic number, though not

every algebraic number (for example 3√2) is constructable.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:

Screws, Fasteners, And Springs
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Dimensioning

Tolerances

Sections

Screws, Fasteners, And Springs

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Learn different shapes of screws and Bolts

 Learn about differentiation between bolt and screw

 Understand Materials and strength

 Learn about the Mechanical analysis

 Identify Shapes of screw head

Definition/Overview:

Screw: A screw is a shaft with a helical groove or thread formed on its surface and provision at

one end to turn the screw. Its main uses are as a threaded fastener used to hold objects together,

and as a simple machine used to translate torque into linear force. It can also be defined as an

inclined plane wrapped around a shaft.

Fastener: A fastener is a hardware device that mechanically joins or affixes two or more objects

together.
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Spring (device): A spring is a flexible elastic object used to store mechanical energy. Springs

are usually made out of hardened steel. Small springs can be wound from pre-hardened stock,

while larger ones are made from annealed steel and hardened after fabrication. Some non-ferrous

metals are also used including phosphor bronze and titanium for parts requiring corrosion

resistance and beryllium copper for springs carrying electrical current (because of its low

electrical resistance).

Key Points:

1. Screws and Bolts

A screw used as a threaded fastener consists of a cylindrical shaft, which in many cases tapers to

a point at one end, and with a helical ridge or thread formed on it, and a head at the other end

which can be rotated by some means. The thread is essentially an inclined plane wrapped around

the shaft. The thread mates with a complementary helix in the material. The material may be

manufactured with the mating helix using a tap, or the screw may create it when first driven in (a

self-tapping screw). The head is specially shaped to allow a screwdriver or wrench (British

English: spanner) to rotate the screw, driving it in or releasing it. The head is of larger diameter

than the body of the screw and has no thread so that the screw can not be driven deeper than the

length of the shaft, and to provide compression. Screws can normally be removed and reinserted

without reducing their effectiveness. They have greater holding power than nails and permit

disassembly and reuse.

The vast majority of screws are tightened by clockwise rotation; we speak of a right-hand thread.

Screws with left-hand threads are used in exceptional cases, when the screw is subject to

anticlockwise forces that might undo a right-hand thread. Left-hand screws are used on rotating

items such as the left-hand grinding wheel on a bench grinder or the left hand pedal on a bicycle

(both looking towards the equipment) or hub nuts on the left side of some automobiles. Threaded

fasteners were made by a cutting action such as dies provide, but recent advances in tooling
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allow them to be made by rolling an unthreaded rod (the blank) between two specially machined

dies which squeeze the blank into the shape of the required fastener, including the thread. This

method has the advantages of work hardening the thread and saving material. A rolled thread can

be distinguished from a thread formed by a die as the outside diameter of the thread is greater

than the diameter of the unthreaded portion of the shaft. Bicycle spokes, which are just bolts with

long thin unthreaded portions, always use rolled threads for strength.

2. Differentiation between bolt and screw

A universally accepted distinction between a screw and a bolt does not exist. In common usage

the term screw refers to smaller (less than 1/4 inch) threaded fasteners, especially threaded

fasteners with tapered shafts and the term bolt refers to larger threaded fasteners that do not have

tapered shafts. The term machine screw is commonly used to refer to smaller threaded fasteners

that do not have a tapered shaft. Various methods of distinguishing bolts and screws exist or

have existed. These methods conflict at times and can be confusing. Old SAE and USS standards

made a distinction between a bolt and a cap screw based on whether a portion of the shaft was

un-threaded or not. Cap screws had shafts that were threaded up to the head and bolts had

partially threaded shafts. Today a bolt that has a completely threaded shaft might be referred to

as a tap bolt.

ASME B18.2.1 defines a bolt as "an externally threaded fastener designed for insertion through

the holes in assembled parts, and is normally intended to be tightened or released by torquing a

nut". Using this definition to determine whether a particular threaded fastener is a screw or a bolt

requires that an assumption be made about the intended purpose of the threaded fastener and as a

practical matter doesn't seem to be followed by most threaded fastener manufacturers. It also

conflicts with common usage such as the term, "head bolt", which is a threaded fastener that

mates with a tapped hole in an engine block and is not intended to mate with a nut.
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It is possible to find other distinctions than those described above, but regardless of the particular

distinction favored by an individual or standards body the use of the term screw or bolt varies.

More specific terms for threaded fastener types that include the word screw or bolt (such as

machine screw or carriage bolt) have more consistent usage and are the common way to specify

a particular kind of fastener. The US government made an effort to formalize the difference

between a bolt and a screw, because different tariffs apply to each. The document seems to have

no significant effect on common usage and does not eliminate the ambiguous nature of the

distinction for some fasteners. It is available here.

3. Materials and strength

Screws and bolts are made in a wide range of materials, with steel being perhaps the most

common, in many varieties. Where great resistance to weather or corrosion is required, stainless

steel, titanium, brass, bronze, monel or silicon bronze may be used, or a coating such as brass,

zinc or chromium applied. Electrolytic action from dissimilar metals can be prevented with

aluminium screws for double-glazing tracks, for example. Some types of plastic, such as nylon

or Teflon, can be threaded and used for fastening requiring moderate strength and great

resistance to corrosion or for the purpose of electrical insulation. Even porcelain and glass can

have molded screw threads that are used successfully in applications such as electrical line

insulators and canning jars.

The same type of screw or bolt can be made in many different grades of material. For critical

high-tensile-strength applications, low-grade bolts may fail, resulting in damage or injury. On

SAE-standard bolts, a distinctive pattern of marking is impressed on the heads to allow

inspection and validation of the strength of the bolt. However, low-cost counterfeit fasteners may

be found with actual strength far less than indicated by the markings. Such inferior fasteners are

a danger to life and property when used in aircraft, automobiles, heavy trucks, and similar critical

applications. Gradings are indicated as markings, while grade 0 is the lowest, grade 10 is the

highest. Here is the sequence of bolt strength and markings, from least to most. Grade 0, 1 and 2
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bolts have no markings, grade 3 has 2 radial lines, grade 5 has 3, grade 6 has 4, grade 7 has 5,

grade 8 has 6, grade 9 has 7, grade 10 has 8.

In some applications joints are designed so that the screw or bolt will intentionally fail before

more expensive components. In this case replacing an existing fastener with a higher strength

fastener can result in equipment damage. Thus it is generally good practice to replace fasteners

with the same grade originally installed.

4. Mechanical analysis

A screw or bolt is a specialized application of the inclined plane. The inclined plane, called its

thread, is helically disposed around a cylinder or shaft. That thread usually either fits into a

corresponding (negative or female) helical thread in a nut, or forms a corresponding helical cut in

surrounding softer material as it is inserted. A simple screw, such as for fastening, is typically

pointed, and thereby is commonly distinguished (in informal terminology) from a bolt or

machine screw. Common screws, and usually bolts, have a head which may be mechanically

driven or rotated, which usually serves as a stop, and may have an unthreaded shoulder portion

beneath the head.

The technical analysis to determine the pitch, thread profile, coefficient of friction (static and

dynamic), and holding power of a screw or bolt is very similar to that performed to predict

wedge behavior. Wedges are discussed in the article on simple machines. Critical applications of

screws and bolts will specify a torque that must be applied when driving it. The main concept is

to tension the bolt, and compress parts being held together, creating a spring-like assembly. The

stress thus introduced to the bolt is called a preload. When external forces try to separate the

parts, the bolt experiences no strain unless the preload force is exceeded.
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As long as the preload is never exceeded, the bolt or nut will never come loose (assuming the full

strength of the bolt is used). If the full strength of the bolt is not used (for example, a steel bolt

threaded into aluminium, then a thread-locking adhesive or insert may be used. If the preload is

exceeded during normal use, the joint will eventually fail. The preload is calculated as a

percentage of the bolt's yield tensile strength, or the strength of the threads it goes into, or the

compressive strength of the clamped layers (plates, washers, gaskets), whichever is least.

5. Shapes of screw head

 Pan head: a low disc with chamfered outer edge.

 Button or dome head: cylindrical with a rounded top.

 Round head: dome-shaped, commonly used for machine screws.

 Truss head: lower-profile dome designed to prevent tampering.

 Flat head or countersunk: conical, with flat outer face and tapering inner face allowing it to sink

into the material.

 Oval or raised head: countersunk with a rounded top.

 Bugle head: similar to countersunk, but there is a smooth progression from the shaft to the angle

of the head, similar to the bell of a bugle.

 Cheese head: disc with cylindrical outer edge, height approximately half the head diameter.

 Fillister head: cylindrical, but with a slightly convex top surface.

 Socket head: cylindrical, relatively high, with different types of sockets (hex, square, torx, etc.).

 Mirror screw head: countersunk head with a tapped hole to receive a separate screw-in chrome-

plated cover, used for attaching mirrors.

 Headless (set or grub screw): has either a socket or slot in one end for driving.

Some varieties of screw are manufactured with a break-away head, which snaps off when

adequate torque is applied. This prevents tampering and disassembly and also provides an easily-

inspectable joint to guarantee proper assembly.
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Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Understand the background behind dimensioning

 Learn why dimensioning is used in the Transport and Logistics Industry

Definition/Overview:

Dimensioning: Dimensioning is the process of measuring the cubic space that a package or

object occupies. It is the method of calculating dimensional weight for the storage, handling,

transporting and invoicing of goods. Vehicles and storage units have both volume and weight

capacity limits and can easily become full in terms of volume before they reach their capacity in

weight. By dimensioning objects, parcels and pallets, shipping companies and warehouses can

make optimal use of space and charge for services accordingly.

Key Points:

1. The background behind dimensioning

In 1985 a Norwegian company called Cargoscan, which officially became part of the Mettler

Toledo group in 2000, began supplying dimensioners and data capture solutions to transport and

logistics companies around the world. The aim was to provide the industry with a system for

revenue recovery and protection. It seemed that if carriers were to take both weight and volume

into consideration when invoicing, they could charge customers more fairly according to services

provided and make better use of resources.

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Understand the background behind dimensioning

 Learn why dimensioning is used in the Transport and Logistics Industry

Definition/Overview:

Dimensioning: Dimensioning is the process of measuring the cubic space that a package or

object occupies. It is the method of calculating dimensional weight for the storage, handling,

transporting and invoicing of goods. Vehicles and storage units have both volume and weight

capacity limits and can easily become full in terms of volume before they reach their capacity in

weight. By dimensioning objects, parcels and pallets, shipping companies and warehouses can

make optimal use of space and charge for services accordingly.

Key Points:

1. The background behind dimensioning

In 1985 a Norwegian company called Cargoscan, which officially became part of the Mettler

Toledo group in 2000, began supplying dimensioners and data capture solutions to transport and

logistics companies around the world. The aim was to provide the industry with a system for

revenue recovery and protection. It seemed that if carriers were to take both weight and volume

into consideration when invoicing, they could charge customers more fairly according to services

provided and make better use of resources.

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Understand the background behind dimensioning

 Learn why dimensioning is used in the Transport and Logistics Industry

Definition/Overview:

Dimensioning: Dimensioning is the process of measuring the cubic space that a package or

object occupies. It is the method of calculating dimensional weight for the storage, handling,

transporting and invoicing of goods. Vehicles and storage units have both volume and weight

capacity limits and can easily become full in terms of volume before they reach their capacity in

weight. By dimensioning objects, parcels and pallets, shipping companies and warehouses can

make optimal use of space and charge for services accordingly.

Key Points:

1. The background behind dimensioning

In 1985 a Norwegian company called Cargoscan, which officially became part of the Mettler

Toledo group in 2000, began supplying dimensioners and data capture solutions to transport and

logistics companies around the world. The aim was to provide the industry with a system for

revenue recovery and protection. It seemed that if carriers were to take both weight and volume

into consideration when invoicing, they could charge customers more fairly according to services

provided and make better use of resources.
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2. How dimensioning is used in the Transport and Logistics Industry

Shipping costs have historically been calculated based on weight alone. By charging only by

weight, lightweight, low density packages become unprofitable for freight carriers due to the

amount of space they take up in trucks/aircraft/ships in proportion to their actual weight.. By

using dimensioning technology to calculate an item's dimensional weight, carriers are able to

charge based on either volume or weight, depending on which is greater. In the warehousing

industry, dimensioning is used to provide an overview of the volume items in stock which can

reduce the costs of materials, return handling, shipping and manpower. The main reasons that

companies choose to invest in automated dimensioning systems include revenue recovery,

increased throughput, reduced returns and quality control. Dimensioning Systems are not only

used by the biggest companies in the industry such as DHL, UPS, FedEx and TNT but also by

postal companies, shipping retailers, and small handling companies around the world.

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Understand the notion of Tolerances

 Learn about electrical component tolerance

 Develop learning regarding Considerations when setting tolerances

 Identify an alternative view of tolerances

Definition/Overview:

Engineering Tolerance: Engineering tolerance is the permissible limit of variation in a physical

dimension, a measured value or physical property of a material, manufactured object, system, or

service, and other measured values (such as temperature, humidity, etc). Dimensions, properties,

or conditions may vary within certain practical limits without significantly affecting functioning
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of equipment or a process. Tolerances are specified to allow reasonable leeway for imperfections

and inherent variability without compromising performance.

Key Points:

1. Tolerances

The tolerance may be specified as a factor or percentage of the nominal value, a maximum

deviation from a nominal value, an explicit range of allowed values, be specified by a note or

published standard with this information, or be implied by the numeric accuracy of the nominal

value. Tolerance can be symmetrical, as in 400.1, or asymmetrical, such as 40+0.2/−0.1. It is

often desirable to specify the largest possible tolerance while maintaining proper functionality.

Closer or tighter tolerances are more difficult, and hence costly, to achieve. Conversely, larger or

looser tolerances may significantly affect the operation of the device. Tolerance is different from

safety factor, but an adequate safety factor will take into account relevant tolerances as well as

other possible variations. Mechanical component tolerance Dimensional tolerance is related to,

but different from fit in mechanical engineering, which is a designed-in clearance or interference

between two parts. For example, if a shaft (or bolt) with a nominal diameter of 10 mm is to have

a sliding fit within a hole, the shaft might be specified with a tolerance range from 9.964 to 10

mm and the hole might be specified with a tolerance range from 10.04 mm to 10.076 mm. This

would provide a clearance fit of somewhere between 0.04 mm (largest shaft paired with the

smallest hole) and 0.112 mm (smallest shaft paired with the largest hole). In this case the size of

the tolerance range for both the shaft and hole is chosen to be the same (0.036 mm), but this need

not be the case in general.

When designing mechanical components, standardized tolerances are often used. The standard

(size) tolerances are divided into two categories: hole and shaft. They are labeled with a letter

(capitals for holes and lowercase for shafts) and a number. For example: H7 (hole tapped hole or

nut) and h7 (shaft or bolt). H7/h6 is a very common standard tolerance which gives a rather tight

fit, but not so tight that you can't put the shaft in the hole, or turn the nut on the bolt, by hand.

The tolerances work in such a way that for a hole H7 means that the hole should be made slightly
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larger than the base dimension (in this case for an ISO fit 10+0.015-0, meaning that it may be up

to 0.015 mm larger than the base dimension, and 0mm smaller). The actual amount

bigger/smaller depends on the base dimension. For a shaft of the same size h6 would mean 10+0-

0.009, which is the opposite of H7. This method of standard tolerances is also known as Limits

and Fits and can be found in ISO 286-2 (Link to ISO catalog).

The table below summarises the International Tolerance (IT) grades and the general applications

of these grades:

Measuring Tools Material

IT Grade 01 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Fits
Large Manufacturing

Tolerances

[Table 1: An analysis of fit by Statistical interference is also extremely useful: It indicates

the frequency (or probability) of parts properly fitting together]

2. Electrical component tolerance

An electrical specification might call for a resistor with a nominal value of 100 Ω (ohms), but

will also state a tolerance such as "1%". This means that any resistor with a value in the range 99

Ω to 101 Ω is acceptable. For critical components, one might specify that the actual resistance

must remain within tolerance within a specified temperature range, over a specified lifetime, and

so on. Many commercially available resistors and capacitors of standard types, and some small

inductors, are often marked with coloured bands to indicate their value and the tolerance. High-

precision components of non-standard values may have numerical information printed on them.
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3. Considerations when setting tolerances

A primary concern is to determine how wide the tolerances may be without affecting other

factors or the outcome of a process. This can be by the use of scientific principles, engineering

knowledge, and professional experience. Experimental investigation is very useful to investigate

the effects of tolerances: Design of experiments, formal engineering evaluations, etc. A good set

of engineering tolerances in a specification, by itself, does not imply that compliance with those

tolerances will be achieved. Actual production of any product (or operation of any system)

involves some inherent variation of input and output. Measurement error and statistical

uncertainty are also present in all measurements. With a normal distribution, the tails of

measured values may extend well beyond plus and minus three standard deviations from the

process average. One, or both, tails might extend beyond the specified tolerance.

The process capability of systems, materials, and products needs to be compatible with the

specified engineering tolerances. Process controls must be in place and an effective Quality

management system, such as Total Quality Management, needs to keep actual production within

the desired tolerances. A process capability index is used to indicate the relationship between

tolerances and actual measured production. The choice of tolerances is also affected by the

intended statistical sampling plan and its characteristics such as the Acceptable Quality Level.

This relates to the question of whether tolerances must be extremely rigid (high confidence in

100% conformance) or whether some small percentage of being out-of-tolerance may sometimes

be acceptable.

4. An alternative view of tolerances

Some people (Genichi Taguchi, and others), suggest that traditional two-sided tolerances are

analogous to "goal posts" in a football game: It implies that all data within those tolerances are

equally acceptable. The alternative is that best product has a measurement which is precisely on

target. There is an increasing loss which is a function of the deviation or variability from the

target value of any design parameter. The greater the deviation from target, the greater is the

loss. This is described as the "Taguchi loss function" or "quality loss function".
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Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Learn to Deal with Plans

 Understand the process of producing plans

 Comprehend the notion of Site, Floor, Sub-floor Plan

 Understand the philosophies and studies of design

 Develop learning regarding relations of Design and engineering

 Learn about Design Process

Definition/Overview:

Design: Design, usually considered in the context of applied arts, engineering, architecture, and

other creative endeavors, is used both as a noun and a verb. As a verb, "to design" refers to the

process of originating and developing a plan for a product, structure, system, or component. As a

noun, "a design" is used for either the final (solution) plan (e.g. proposal, drawing, model,

description) or the result of implementing that plan (e.g. object produced, result of the process).

More recently, processes (in general) have also been treated as products of design, giving new

meaning to the term "process design".
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Key Points:

1. Dealing with Plans

Plans are a set of two-dimensional diagrams or drawings used to describe a place or object, or

to communicate building or fabrication instructions. Usually plans are drawn or printed on

paper, but they can take the form of a digital file. Plans are often for technical purposes such as

architecture, engineering, or planning. Their purpose in these disciplines is to accurately and

unambiguously capture all the geometric features of a site, building, product or component.

Plans can also be for presentation or orientation purposes, and as such are often less detailed

versions of the former. The end goal of plans is either to portray an existing place or object, or

to convey enough information to allow a builder or manufacturer to realize a design.

The term plan may casually be used to refer to a single view, sheet, or drawing in a set of plans.

More accurately, plan refers to an orthographic projection looking down on the object, such as

in a plan view, floor plan or bird's-eye view.

2. The process of producing plans, and the skill of producing them, is often referred to as

technical drawing.Forma

Plans are often prepared in a set. The set includes all the information required for the purpose of

the set, and may exclude views or projections which are unneccessary. A set of plans can be on

standard office-sized paper or on large sheets. It can be stapled, folded or rolled as required. A

set of plans can also take the form of a digital file in a proprietary format such as DWG or an

exchange file format such as DXF or PDF. Plans are often referred to as "blueprints" or

"bluelines". However, the terms are rapidly becoming an anachronism, since most copies of

plans that were formerly made using a chemical-printing process that yielded graphics on blue-

colored paper or, alternatively, of blue-lines on white paper, have been superseded by more

modern reproduction processes that yield black or multicolour lines on white paper.

2.1 Scale

Plans are usually scale drawings, meaning that the plans are drawn at specific ratio

relative to the actual size of the place or object. Various scales may be used for different

drawings in a set. For example, a floor plan may be drawn at 1:50 (or 1/4"=1'-0") whereas
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a detailed view may be drawn at 1:25 (or 1/2"=1'-0"). Site plans are often drawn at 1:200

or 1:100.

Further information: Architect's scale and Engineer's scale

2.2 Views and projections

Because plans represent three-dimensional objects on a two-dimentional plane, the use of

views or projections is crucial to the legibility of plans. Each projection is achieved by

assuming a vantage point from which to see the place or object, and a type of projection.

These projection types are:

 Orthographic projection, including:

o Plan view or floor plan view

o Elevation, usually a 'head-on' view of an exterior

o Section, a cutaway view of the interior

o Axonometric projection, including:

o Isometric projection

 Dimetric projection

 Trimetric projection

 Oblique projection, and

 Perspective projection

Plans types used for residential construction drawings1.

3. Site plan

Site plans are drawn to show the location of a home on the property in its context. It is an

overhead view of the construction site and the home as it sits in reference to the boundries of the

lot. Site plans should outline location of utility services, setback requirements, easements,

location of driveways and walkways, and sometimes even topographical data that specifies the

slope of the terrain.
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4. Floor plan

A floor plan is an overhead view of the completed house. You'll see parallel lines that scale at

whatever width the walls are required to be. Dimensions are usually drawn between the walls to

specify room sizes and wall lengths. Floor plans will also include details of fixtures like sinks,

water heaters, furnaces, etc. Floor plans will include notes to specify finishes, construction

methods, or symbols for electrical items.

5. Sub-floor Plan

The sub-floor plan gives details of how this area will be constructed and how services will be

arranged.

6. Elevations

Elevations are a non-perspective view of the home. These are drawn to scale so that

measurements can be taken for any aspect necessary. Plans include front, rear and both side

elevations. The elevations specify ridge heights, the positioning of the final fall of the land,

exterior finishes, roof pitches and other details that are necessary to give the home its exterior

architectural styling.

7. Section

A section cuts through the dwelling and the location of this 'cut through' is noted on the floor

plan. It describes how the building will be constructed and discusses how the internal finishes are

to look. Sections are used because they explain certain conditions in more detail.

8. Philosophies and studies of design

There is no universal language or unifying institution for designers of all disciplines. Raised

levels of achievement often lead to raised expectations. In structuration theory, design is both

medium and outcome generating a Janus like face, with every ending marking a new

beginning.There are countless philosophies for guiding design as the design values and its

accompanying aspects within modern design vary, both between different schools of thought and

among practicing designers. Design philosophies are usually for determining design goals. A

design goal may range from solving the least significant individual problem of the smallest
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element to the most holistic influential utopian goals. Design goals are usually for guiding

design. However, conflicts over immediate and minor goals may lead to questioning the purpose

of design, perhaps to set better long term or ultimate goals. Philosophies for guiding design A

design philosophy is a guide to help make choices when designing such as ergonomics, costs,

economics, functionality and methods of re-design. An example of a design philosophy is

dynamic change to achieve the elegant or stylish look you need.

9. Approaches to design

A design approach is a general philosophy that may or may not include a guide for specific

methods. Some are to guide the overall goal of the design. Other approaches are to guide the

tendencies of the designer. A combination of approaches may be used if they don't conflict.

Some popular approaches include:

 User-centered design, which focuses on the needs, wants, and limitations of the end user of the

designed artifact.

 Use-centered design, which focuses on the goals and tasks associated with the use of the artifact,

rather than focusing on the end user.

 KISS principle, (Keep it Simple, Stupid), which strives to eliminate unnecessary complications

 There is more than one way to do it (TMTOWTDI), a philosophy to allow multiple methods of

doing the same thing

 Murphy's Law (things will go wrong in any given situation, if you give them a chance)

10. Philosophies for methods of designing

The Room de Luxe at The Willow Tearooms features furniture and interior design by

Mackintosh and Margaret Macdonald. Design Methods is a broad area that focuses on:

 Exploring possibilities and constraints by focusing critical thinking skills to research and define

problem spaces for existing products or servicesor the creation of new categories;

 Redefining the specifications of design solutions which can lead to better guidelines for

traditional design activities (graphic, industrial, architectural, etc.);

 Managing the process of exploring, defining, creating artifacts continually over time

 Prototyping possible scenarios, or solutions that incrementally or significantly improve the

inherited situation
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 Trendspotting; understanding the trend process.

11. Philosophies for the purpose of designs

In philosophy, the abstract noun "design" refers to a pattern with a purpose. Design is thus

contrasted with purposelessness, randomness, or lack of complexity. To study the purpose of

designs, beyond individual goals (e.g. marketing, technology, education, entertainment, hobbies),

is to question the controversial politics, morals, ethics and needs such as Maslow's hierarchy of

needs. "Purpose" may also lead to existential questions such as religious morals and teleology.

These philosophies for the "purpose of" designs are in contrast to philosophies for guiding design

or methodology. Often a designer (especially in commercial situations) is not in a position to

define purpose. Whether a designer is, is not, or should be concerned with purpose or intended

use beyond what they are expressly hired to influence, is debatable, depending on the situation.

Not understanding or disinterest in the wider role of design in society might also be attributed to

the commissioning agent or client, rather than the designer.

12. Design as a process

Design as a process can take many forms depending on the object being designed and the

individual or individuals participating. According to video game developer Dino Dini in a talk

given at the 2005 Game Design and Technology Workshop held by Liverpool JM University,

design underpins every form of creation from objects such as chairs to the way we plan and

execute our lives. For his reason it is useful to seek out some common structure that can be

applied to any kind of design, whether this be for video games, consumer products or one's own

personal life.

For such an important concept, the question "What is Design?" appears to yield answers with

limited usefulness. Dino Dini states that the design process can be defined as "The management

of constraints". He identifies two kinds of constraint, negotiable and non-negotiable. The first

step in the design process is the identification, classification and selection of constraints. The

process of design then proceeds from here by manipulating design variables so as to satisfy the

non-negotiable constraints and optimizing those which are negotiable. It is possible for a set of

non-negotiable constraints to be in conflict resulting in a design with no solution; in this case the

non-negotiable constraints must be revised. For example, take the design of a chair. A chair must
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support a certain weight to be useful, and this is a non-negotiable constraint. The cost of

producing the chair might be another. The choice of materials and the aesthetic qualities of the

chair might be negotiable.

Dino Dini theorizes that poor designs occur as a result of mismanaged constraints, something he

claims can be seen in the way the video game industry makes "Must be Fun" a negotiable

constraint where he believes it should be non-negotiable.

It should be noted that "the management of constraints" may not include the whole of what is

involved in "constraint management" as defined in the context of a broader Theory of

Constraints, depending on the scope of a design or a designer's position. An architect at his

drawing board, 1893. The Peter Arno phrase "Well, back to the old drawing board" makes light

of the fact that designs sometimes fail and redesign is necessary. The phrase has meaning beyond

structural designs and is an idiom when a drawing board is not used in a design. Redesign

Something that is redesigned requires a different process than something that is designed for the

first time. A redesign often includes an evaluation of the existent design and the findings of the

redesign needs are often the ones that drive the redesign process.

13. Typical steps

A design process may include a series of steps followed by designers. Depending on the product

or service, some of these stages may be irrelevant, ignored in real-world situations in order to

save time, reduce cost, or because they may be redundant in the situation.

Typical stages of the design process include:

 Pre-production design

o Design brief - a statement of design goals

o Analysis - analysis of current design goals

o Research - investigating similar design solutions in the field or related topics

o Specification - specifying requirements of a design solution for a product (product design

specification) or service.

o Problem solving - conceptualizing and documenting design solutions

o Presentation - presenting design solutions
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 Design during production

o Development - continuation and improvement of a designed solution

o Testing - in-situ testing a designed solution

 Post-production design feedback for future designs

o Implementation - introducing the designed solution into the environment

o Evaluation and conclusion - summary of process and results, including constructive criticism and

suggestions for future improvements

 Redesign - any or all stages in the design process repeated (with corrections made) at any time

before, during, or after production.

14. Terminology

The word "design" is often considered ambiguous depending on the application. Design is often

viewed as a more rigorous form of art, or art with a clearly defined purpose. The distinction is

usually made when someone other than the artist is defining the purpose. In graphic arts the

distinction is often made between fine art and commercial art. In the realm of the arts, design is

more relevant to the "applied" arts, such as architecture and product design. In fact today the

term design is widely associated to modern industrial product design as initiated by Raymond

Loewy. Design implies a conscious effort to create something that is both functional and

aesthetically pleasing. For example, a graphic artist may design an advertisement poster. This

person's job is to communicate the advertisement message (functional aspect) and to make it

look good (aesthetically pleasing). The distinction between pure and applied arts is not

completely clear, but one may consider Jackson Pollock's (often criticized as "splatter") paintings

as an example of pure art. One may assume his art does not convey a message based on the

obvious differences between an advertisement poster and the mere possibility of an abstract

message of a Jackson Pollock painting. One may speculate that Pollock, when painting, worked

more intuitively than would a graphic artist, when consciously designing a poster. However,

Mark Getlein suggests the principles of design are "almost instinctive", "built-in", "natural", and

part of "our sense of 'rightness'." Pollock, as a trained artist, may have utilized design whether

conscious or not.
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15. Design and engineering

Engineering is often viewed as a more rigorous form of design. Contrary views suggest that

design is a component of engineering aside from production and other operations which utilize

engineering. A neutral view may suggest that both design and engineering simply overlap,

depending on the discipline of design. The American Heritage Dictionary defines design as: "To

conceive or fashion in the mind; invent," and "To formulate a plan", and defines engineering as:

"The application of scientific and mathematical principles to practical ends such as the design,

manufacture, and operation of efficient and economical structures, machines, processes, and

systems." Both are forms of problem-solving with a defined distinction being the application of

"scientific and mathematical principles". How much science is applied in a design is a question

of what is considered "science". Along with the question of what is considered science, there is

social science versus natural science. Scientists at Xerox PARC made the distinction of design

versus engineering at "moving minds" versus "moving molecules".

16. Design and production

The relationship between design and production is one of planning and executing. In theory, the

plan should anticipate and compensate for potential problems in the execution process. Design

involves problem-solving and creativity. In contrast, production involves a routine or pre-

planned process. A design may also be a mere plan that does not include a production or

engineering process, although a working knowledge of such processes is usually expected of

designers. In some cases, it may be unnecessary and/or impractical to expect a designer with a

broad multidisciplinary knowledge required for such designs to also have a detailed knowledge

of how to produce the product. Design and production are intertwined in many creative

professional careers, meaning problem-solving is part of execution and the reverse. As the cost

of rearrangement increases, the need for separating design from production increases as well. For

example, a high-budget project, such as a skyscraper, requires separating (design) architecture

from (production) construction. A Low-budget project, such as a locally printed office party

invitation flyer, can be rearranged and printed dozens of times at the low cost of a few sheets of

paper, a few drops of ink, and less than one hour's pay of a desktop publisher.
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This is not to say that production never involves problem-solving or creativity, nor design always

involves creativity. Designs are rarely perfect and are sometimes repetitive. The imperfection of

a design may task a production position (e.g. production artist, construction worker) with

utilizing creativity or problem-solving skills to compensate for what was overlooked in the

design process. Likewise, a design may be a simple repetition (copy) of a known preexisting

solution, requiring minimal, if any, creativity or problem-solving skills from the designer.

17. Process design

"Process design" (in contrast to "design process") refers to the planning of routine steps of a

process aside from the expected result. Processes (in general) are treated as a product of design,

not the method of design. The term originated with the industrial designing of chemical

processes. With the increasing complexities of the information age, consultants and executives

have found the term useful to describe the design of business processes as well as manufacturing

processes.

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Learn to Deal with Plans

 Comprehend Uses of Fastners

 Learn shapes of Square thread

 Understand the shapes of Acme thread

 Learn how to draw Buttress thread of Screw

 Learn about events that occur during spring
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Definition/Overview:

Lead Screw: A leadscrew (or lead screw), also known as a power screw[1] or translation

screw,[2] is a screw designed to translate radial motion into linear motion. Common applications

are machine slides (such as in machine tools), vises, presses, and jacks.[3] Lead screws are

manufactured in the same way as other thread forms; see screw thread for more information.

Fastener: A fastener is a hardware device that mechanically joins or affixes two or more objects

together.

Spring: Spring is one of the four temperate seasons. Spring marks the transition from winter

into summer.

Key Points:

1. Uses of Fastners

Fasteners can also be used to close a container such as a bag, a box, or an envelope; or they may

involve keeping together the sides of an opening of flexible material, attaching a lid to a

container, etc. There are also special purpose closing devices, e.g. a bread clip. Fasteners used in

these manners are often temporary, in that they may be fastened and unfastened repeatedly.

Some types of woodworking joints make use of separate internal reinforcements, such as dowels

or biscuits, which in a sense can be considered fasteners within the scope of the joint system,

although on their own they are not general purpose fasteners. Furniture supplied in flat-pack

form often uses cam dowels locked by cam locks, also known as conformat fasteners.

Items like a rope, string, wire (e.g. metal wire, possibly coated with plastic, or multiple parallel

wires kept together by a plastic strip coating), cable, chain, or plastic wrap may be used to

mechanically join objects; but are not generally categorized as fasteners because they have

additional common uses. Likewise, hinges and springs may join objects together, but are
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ordinarily not considered fasteners because their primary purpose is to allow articulation rather

than rigid affixment. Other alternative methods of joining materials include crimping, welding,

soldering, brazing, taping, gluing, cementing, or the use of other adhesives. The use of force may

also be used, such as with magnets, vacuum (like suction cups), or even friction.

Power screws are classified by the geometry of their thread. V-threads are less suitable for

leadscrews than others such as Acme because they have more friction between the threads. Their

threads are designed to induce this friction to keep the fastener from loosening. Leadscrews, on

the other hand, are designed to minimize friction.[4] Therefore, in most commercial and industrial

use, V-threads are avoided for leadscrew use. Nevertheless, V-threads are sometimes

successfully used as leadscrews, for example on microlathes and micromills.[5]

2. Square thread

Square threads are named after their square geometry. They are the most efficient power screw,

but also the most difficult to machine, thus the most expensive.

3. Acme thread

Acme threads have a 29 thread angle, which is easier to machine than square threads. They are

not as efficient as square threads, due to the increased friction induced by the thread angle.[3]

4. Buttress thread of Screw

Buttress threads are of a triangular shape. It combines the advantages of the square and acme

thread forms with only one disadvantage, it only works in one direction.[6] leadscrew nut and

screw mate with rubbing surfaces, and consequently they have a relatively high friction and

stiction compared to mechanical parts which mate with rolling surfaces and bearings. Their

efficiency is typically between 25 and 70%, with higher pitch screws tending to be more

efficient. A higher performing, and more expensive, alternative is the ball screw. The high

internal friction means that leadscrew systems are not usually capable of continuous operation at

high speed, as they will overheat. Due to inherently high stiction, the typical screw is self-

locking (i.e. when stopped, a linear force on the nut will not apply a torque to the screw) and are
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often used in applications where backdriving is unacceptable, like holding vertical loads or in

hand cranked machine tools. Leadscrews are typically used well greased, but, with an

appropriate nut, it may be run dry with somewhat higher friction. There is often a choice of nuts,

and manufacturers will specify screw and nut combinations as a set. The mechanical advantage

of a leadscrew is determined by the screw pitch and lead. For multi-start screws the mechanical

advantage is lower, but the traveling speed is better.[7] Backlash can be reduced with the use of a

second nut to create a static loading force known as preload; alternately, the nut can be cut along

a radius and preloaded by clamping that cut back together.

5. Events that occur during spring

In recent decades season creep has been observed, which means that many phenological signs of

spring are occurring earlier in many regions by a couple of days per decade.

In spring, the axis of the Earth is tilted toward the Sun and the length of daylight rapidly

increases for the relevant hemisphere. The hemisphere begins to warm significantly causing new

plant growth to "spring forth," giving the season its name. Snow, if a normal part of winter,

begins to melt and streams swell with runoff. Frosts, if a normal part of winter, become less

severe. Many temperate climates have no snow and may have no frosts, and the air and ground

temperature increase. Many flowering plants bloom this time of year, in a long succession

sometimes beginning even if snow is still on the ground, continuing into early summer. In

normally snowless areas "spring" may begin as early as February (Northern Hemisphere)

heralded by the blooming of deciduous magnolias, cherries, and quince, or August (Southern

Hemisphere) in the same way. Subtropical and tropical areas have climates better described in

terms of other seasons, eg dry or wet, or monsoonal, or cyclonic. Often the cultures have locally

defined names for seasons which have little equivalence to the terms originating in Europe.

Many temperate areas have a dry spring, and wet autumn (fall), which brings about flowering in

this season more consistent with the need for water as well as warmth. Subarctic areas may not

experience "spring" at all until May or even June, or December in the outer Antarctic. While

spring is a result of the warmth of the turning of the earth's axis, the weather in many parts of the

world is overlain by events which appear very erratic taken on a year to year basis, but the
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rainfall in spring, or any season, follows trends more related to longer cycles or events created by

ocean currents and ocean temperatures which move to different complex effects. A good and

well researched example being the El Nino effect and the Southern Oscillation Index.

Unstable weather may more often occur during spring, when warm air begins on occasions to

invade from lower latitudes, while cold air is still pushing on occasions from the Polar Regions.

Flooding is also most common in and near mountainous areas during this time of year because of

snowmelt, many times accelerated by warm rains. In the United States, Tornado Alley is most

active this time of year, especially since the Rocky Mountains prevent the surging hot and cold

air masses from spreading eastward and instead force them directly at each other. Besides

tornadoes, supercell thunderstorms can also produce dangerously large hail and very high winds,

for which a severe thunderstorm warning or tornado warning is usually issued. Even more so

than winter, the jet streams play an important role in unstable and severe weather in the

springtime in the Northern Hemisphere. As mentioned, spring is a term for temperate climates,

but the news of many countries covers large parts of continents and so we may hear of the

hurricane season (Northern Hemisphere) and cyclone season Southern Hemisphere officially

beginning in late spring. This is less to do with the relationship of spring to hurricanes / cyclones

but more to do with the extent of media coverage and the use of seasonal terms from the one part

of a continent to make reference to what is happening in other less temperate climates. The

monsoon season is the monsoon season, and not some variation of spring or summer, except for

those perceiving it from a temperate climate background. Spring is seen as a time of growth,

renewal, of new life (both plant and animal) being born. The term is also used more generally as

a metaphor for the start of better times, as in Prague Spring.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:

Materials And Processes

Dimensioning

Tolerances

Welding

Working Drawings
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Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Learn Classes of materials (by bond types)

 Develop learning regarding Materials in industry

 Comprehend Fundamentals of materials science

Definition/Overview:

Material: Materials are physical substances used as inputs to production or manufacturing.

Raw materials are first extracted or harvested from the earth and divided into a form that can be

easily transported and stored, then processed to produce semi-finished materials. These can be

input into a new cycle of production and finishing processes to create finished materials, ready

for distribution and consumption.

Key Points:

1. Fundamentals of materials science

In materials science, rather than haphazardly looking for and discovering materials and

exploiting their properties, one instead aims to understand materials fundamentally so that new

materials with the desired properties can be created. The basis of all materials science involves

relating the desired properties and relative performance of a material in a certain application to

the structure of the atoms and phases in that material through characterization. The major

determinants of the structure of a material and thus of its properties are its constituent chemical

elements and the way in which it has been processed into its final form. These, taken together

and related through the laws of thermodynamics, govern a materials microstructure, and thus its

properties.
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An old adage in materials science says: "materials are like people; it is the defects that make

them interesting". The manufacture of a perfect crystal of a material is currently physically

impossible. Instead materials scientists manipulate the defects in crystalline materials such as

precipitates, grain boundaries (Hall-Petch relationship), interstitial atoms, vacancies or

substitutional atoms, to create materials with the desired properties. An example of a raw

material is cotton, which can be processed into thread, which can then be woven into cloth, a

semi-finished material. Cutting and sewing the fabric turns it into a garment, which is a finished

material. Steelmaking is another exampleraw materials are mined, refined and processed into

steel, a semi-finished material. Steel is then used as an input in many other industries to make

finished products. Not all materials have a regular crystal structure. Polymers display varying

degrees of crystallinity, and many are completely non-crystalline. Glasses, some ceramics, and

many natural materials are amorphous, not possessing any long-range order in their atomic

arrangements. The study of polymers combines elements of chemical and statistical

thermodynamics to give thermodynamic, as well as mechanical, descriptions of physical

properties. In addition to industrial interest, materials science has gradually developed into a

field which provides tests for condensed matter or solid state theories. New physics emerge

because of the diverse new material properties which need to be explained.

2. Materials in industry

Radical materials advances can drive the creation of new products or even new industries, but

stable industries also employ materials scientists to make incremental improvements and

troubleshoot issues with currently used materials. Industrial applications of materials science

include materials design, cost-benefit tradeoffs in industrial production of materials, processing

techniques (casting, rolling, welding, ion implantation, crystal growth, thin-film deposition,

sintering, glassblowing, etc.), and analytical techniques (characterization techniques such as

electron microscopy, x-ray diffraction, calorimetry, nuclear microscopy (HEFIB), Rutherford

backscattering, neutron diffraction, etc.).
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Besides material characterisation, the material scientist/engineer also deals with the extraction of

materials and their conversion into useful forms. Thus ingot casting, foundry techniques, blast

furnace extraction, and electrolytic extraction are all part of the required knowledge of a

metallurgist/engineer. Often the presence, absence or variation of minute quantities of secondary

elements and compounds in a bulk material will have a great impact on the final properties of the

materials produced, for instance, steels are classified based on 1/10th and 1/100 weight

percentages of the carbon and other alloying elements they contain. Thus, the extraction and

purification techniques employed in the extraction of iron in the blast furnace will have an

impact of the quality of steel that may be produced.

The overlap between physics and materials science has led to the offshoot field of materials

physics, which is concerned with the physical properties of materials. The approach is generally

more macroscopic and applied than in condensed matter physics. The study of metal alloys is a

significant part of materials science. Of all the metallic alloys in use today, the alloys of iron

(steel, stainless steel, cast iron, tool steel, alloy steels) make up the largest proportion both by

quantity and commercial value. Iron alloyed with various proportions of carbon gives low, mid

and high carbon steels. For the steels, the hardness and tensile strength of the steel is directly

related to the amount of carbon present, with increasing carbon levels also leading to lower

ductility and toughness. The addition of silicon and graphitization will produce cast irons

(although some cast irons are made precisely with no graphitization). The addition of chromium,

nickel and molybdenum to carbon steels (more than 10%) gives us stainless steels.

Other significant metallic alloys are those of aluminium, titanium, copper and magnesium.

Copper alloys have been known for a long time (since the Bronze Age), while the alloys of the

other three metals have been relatively recently developed. Due to the chemical reactivity of

these metals, the electrolytic extraction processes required were only developed relatively

recently. The alloys of aluminium, titanium and magnesium are also known and valued for their

high strength-to-weight ratios and, in the case of magnesium, their ability to provide

electromagnetic shielding. These materials are ideal for situations where high strength-to-weight
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ratios are more important than bulk cost, such as in the aerospace industry and certain

automotive engineering applications.

Other than metals, polymers and ceramics are also an important part of materials science.

Polymers are the raw materials (the resins) used to make what we commonly call plastics.

Plastics are really the final product, created after one or more polymers or additives have been

added to a resin during processing, which is then shaped into a final form. Polymers which have

been around, and which are in current widespread use, include polyethylene, polypropylene,

PVC, polystyrene, nylons, polyesters, acrylics, polyurethanes, and polycarbonates. Plastics are

generally classified as "commodity", "specialty" and "engineering" plastics.

PVC (polyvinyl-chloride) is widely used, inexpensive, and annual production quantities are

large. It lends itself to an incredible array of applications, from artificial leather to electrical

insulation and cabling, packaging and containers. Its fabrication and processing are simple and

well-established. The versatility of PVC is due to the wide range of plasticisers and other

additives that it accepts. The term "additives" in polymer science refers to the chemicals and

compounds added to the polymer base to modify its material properties.

Polycarbonate would be normally considered an engineering plastic (other examples include

PEEK, ABS). Engineering plastics are valued for their superior strengths and other special

material properties. They are usually not used for disposable applications, unlike commodity

plastics. Specialty plastics are materials with unique characteristics, such as ultra-high strength,

electrical conductivity, electro-fluorescence, high thermal stability, etc. It should be noted here

that the dividing line between the various types of plastics is not based on material but rather on

their properties and applications. For instance, polyethylene (PE) is a cheap, low friction polymer

commonly used to make disposable shopping bags and trash bags, and is considered a

commodity plastic, whereas Medium-Density Polyethylene MDPE is used for underground gas

and water pipes, and another variety called Ultra-high Molecular Weight Polyethylene
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UHMWPE is an engineering plastic which is used extensively as the glide rails for industrial

equipment and the low-friction socket in implanted hip joints.

Another application of material science in industry is the making of composite materials.

Composite materials are structured materials composed of two or more macroscopic phases. An

example would be steel-reinforced concrete; another can be seen in the "plastic" casings of

television sets, cell-phones and so on. These plastic casings are usually a composite material

made up of a thermoplastic matrix such as acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) in which

calcium carbonate chalk, talc, glass fibres or carbon fibres have been added for added strength,

bulk, or electro-static dispersion. These additions may be referred to as reinforcing fibres, or

dispersants, depending on their purpose.

3. Classes of materials (by bond types)

Materials science encompasses various classes of materials, each of which may constitute a

separate field. Materials are sometimes classified by the type of bonding present between the

atoms:

 Ionic crystals

 Covalent crystals

 Metals

 Intermetallics

 Semiconductors

 Polymers

 Composite materials

 Vitreous materials
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Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Understand the background behind dimensioning

 Learn why dimensioning is used in the Transport and Logistics Industry

Definition/Overview:

Dimensioning: Dimensioning is the process of measuring the cubic space that a package or

object occupies. It is the method of calculating dimensional weight for the storage, handling,

transporting and invoicing of goods. Vehicles and storage units have both volume and weight

capacity limits and can easily become full in terms of volume before they reach their capacity in

weight. By dimensioning objects, parcels and pallets, shipping companies and warehouses can

make optimal use of space and charge for services accordingly.

Key Points:

1. The background behind dimensioning

In 1985 a Norwegian company called Cargoscan, which officially became part of the Mettler

Toledo group in 2000, began supplying dimensioners and data capture solutions to transport and

logistics companies around the world. The aim was to provide the industry with a system for

revenue recovery and protection. It seemed that if carriers were to take both weight and volume

into consideration when invoicing, they could charge customers more fairly according to services

provided and make better use of resources.
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2. How dimensioning is used in the Transport and Logistics Industry

Shipping costs have historically been calculated based on weight alone. By charging only by

weight, lightweight, low density packages become unprofitable for freight carriers due to the

amount of space they take up in trucks/aircraft/ships in proportion to their actual weight.. By

using dimensioning technology to calculate an item's dimensional weight, carriers are able to

charge based on either volume or weight, depending on which is greater. In the warehousing

industry, dimensioning is used to provide an overview of the volume items in stock which can

reduce the costs of materials, return handling, shipping and manpower. The main reasons that

companies choose to invest in automated dimensioning systems include revenue recovery,

increased throughput, reduced returns and quality control. Dimensioning Systems are not only

used by the biggest companies in the industry such as DHL, UPS, FedEx and TNT but also by

postal companies, shipping retailers, and small handling companies around the world.

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Understand the notion of Tolerances

 Learn about electrical component tolerance

 Develop learning regarding Considerations when setting tolerances

 Identify an alternative view of tolerances

Definition/Overview:

Engineering Tolerance: Engineering tolerance is the permissible limit of variation in a physical

dimension, a measured value or physical property of a material, manufactured object, system, or

service, and other measured values (such as temperature, humidity, etc). Dimensions, properties,
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or conditions may vary within certain practical limits without significantly affecting functioning

of equipment or a process. Tolerances are specified to allow reasonable leeway for imperfections

and inherent variability without compromising performance.

Key Points:

1. Tolerances

The tolerance may be specified as a factor or percentage of the nominal value, a maximum

deviation from a nominal value, an explicit range of allowed values, be specified by a note or

published standard with this information, or be implied by the numeric accuracy of the nominal

value. Tolerance can be symmetrical, as in 400.1, or asymmetrical, such as 40+0.2/−0.1. It is

often desirable to specify the largest possible tolerance while maintaining proper functionality.

Closer or tighter tolerances are more difficult, and hence costly, to achieve. Conversely, larger or

looser tolerances may significantly affect the operation of the device. Tolerance is different from

safety factor, but an adequate safety factor will take into account relevant tolerances as well as

other possible variations. Mechanical component tolerance Dimensional tolerance is related to,

but different from fit in mechanical engineering, which is a designed-in clearance or interference

between two parts. For example, if a shaft (or bolt) with a nominal diameter of 10 mm is to have

a sliding fit within a hole, the shaft might be specified with a tolerance range from 9.964 to 10

mm and the hole might be specified with a tolerance range from 10.04 mm to 10.076 mm. This

would provide a clearance fit of somewhere between 0.04 mm (largest shaft paired with the

smallest hole) and 0.112 mm (smallest shaft paired with the largest hole). In this case the size of

the tolerance range for both the shaft and hole is chosen to be the same (0.036 mm), but this need

not be the case in general.

When designing mechanical components, standardized tolerances are often used. The standard

(size) tolerances are divided into two categories: hole and shaft. They are labeled with a letter

(capitals for holes and lowercase for shafts) and a number. For example: H7 (hole tapped hole or

nut) and h7 (shaft or bolt). H7/h6 is a very common standard tolerance which gives a rather tight

fit, but not so tight that you can't put the shaft in the hole, or turn the nut on the bolt, by hand.
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The tolerances work in such a way that for a hole H7 means that the hole should be made slightly

larger than the base dimension (in this case for an ISO fit 10+0.015-0, meaning that it may be up

to 0.015 mm larger than the base dimension, and 0mm smaller). The actual amount

bigger/smaller depends on the base dimension. For a shaft of the same size h6 would mean 10+0-

0.009, which is the opposite of H7. This method of standard tolerances is also known as Limits

and Fits and can be found in ISO 286-2 (Link to ISO catalog).

The table below summarises the International Tolerance (IT) grades and the general applications

of these grades:

Measuring Tools Material

IT Grade 01 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Fits
Large Manufacturing

Tolerances

[Table 1: An analysis of fit by Statistical interference is also extremely useful: It indicates

the frequency (or probability) of parts properly fitting together]

2. Electrical component tolerance

An electrical specification might call for a resistor with a nominal value of 100 Ω (ohms), but

will also state a tolerance such as "1%". This means that any resistor with a value in the range 99

Ω to 101 Ω is acceptable. For critical components, one might specify that the actual resistance

must remain within tolerance within a specified temperature range, over a specified lifetime, and

so on. Many commercially available resistors and capacitors of standard types, and some small

inductors, are often marked with coloured bands to indicate their value and the tolerance. High-

precision components of non-standard values may have numerical information printed on them.
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3. Considerations when setting tolerances

A primary concern is to determine how wide the tolerances may be without affecting other

factors or the outcome of a process. This can be by the use of scientific principles, engineering

knowledge, and professional experience. Experimental investigation is very useful to investigate

the effects of tolerances: Design of experiments, formal engineering evaluations, etc. A good set

of engineering tolerances in a specification, by itself, does not imply that compliance with those

tolerances will be achieved. Actual production of any product (or operation of any system)

involves some inherent variation of input and output. Measurement error and statistical

uncertainty are also present in all measurements. With a normal distribution, the tails of

measured values may extend well beyond plus and minus three standard deviations from the

process average. One, or both, tails might extend beyond the specified tolerance.

The process capability of systems, materials, and products needs to be compatible with the

specified engineering tolerances. Process controls must be in place and an effective Quality

management system, such as Total Quality Management, needs to keep actual production within

the desired tolerances. A process capability index is used to indicate the relationship between

tolerances and actual measured production. The choice of tolerances is also affected by the

intended statistical sampling plan and its characteristics such as the Acceptable Quality Level.

This relates to the question of whether tolerances must be extremely rigid (high confidence in

100% conformance) or whether some small percentage of being out-of-tolerance may sometimes

be acceptable.

4. An alternative view of tolerances

Some people (Genichi Taguchi, and others), suggest that traditional two-sided tolerances are

analogous to "goal posts" in a football game: It implies that all data within those tolerances are

equally acceptable. The alternative is that best product has a measurement which is precisely on

target. There is an increasing loss which is a function of the deviation or variability from the

target value of any design parameter. The greater the deviation from target, the greater is the

loss. This is described as the "Taguchi loss function" or "quality loss function".
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Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Learn about Energy sources used for Welding

 Comprehend Different Types of Welding

 Understand relationships of Geometry and Welds

 Develop learning regarding Quality of Welds

Definition/Overview:

Welding: Welding is a fabrication process that joins materials, usually metals or

thermoplastics, by causing coalescence. This is often done by melting the workpieces and adding

a filler material to form a pool of molten material (the weld puddle) that cools to become a strong

joint, with pressure sometimes used in conjunction with heat, or by itself, to produce the weld.

This is in contrast with soldering and brazing, which involve melting a lower-melting-point

material between the workpieces to form a bond between them, without melting the workpieces.

Key Points:

1. Energy Sources Used for Welding

Many different energy sources can be used for welding, including a gas flame, an electric arc, a

laser, an electron beam, friction, and ultrasound. While often an industrial process, welding can

be done in many different environments, including open air, underwater and in space. Regardless

of location, however, welding remains dangerous, and precautions must be taken to avoid burns,

electric shock, eye damage, poisonous fumes, and overexposure to ultraviolet light.
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1. Arc welding

These processes use a welding power supply to create and maintain an electric arc between an

electrode and the base material to melt metals at the welding point. They can use either direct

(DC) or alternating (AC) current, and consumable or non-consumable electrodes. The welding

region is sometimes protected by some type of inert or semi-inert gas, known as a shielding gas,

and filler material is sometimes used as well.

2. Power supplies

To supply the electrical energy necessary for arc welding processes, a number of different power

supplies can be used. The most common classification is constant current power supplies and

constant voltage power supplies. In arc welding, the length of the arc is directly related to the

voltage, and the amount of heat input is related to the current. Constant current power supplies

are most often used for manual welding processes such as gas tungsten arc welding and shielded

metal arc welding, because they maintain a relatively constant current even as the voltage varies.

This is important because in manual welding, it can be difficult to hold the electrode perfectly

steady, and as a result, the arc length and thus voltage tend to fluctuate. Constant voltage power

supplies hold the voltage constant and vary the current, and as a result, are most often used for

automated welding processes such as gas metal arc welding, flux cored arc welding, and

submerged arc welding. In these processes, arc length is kept constant, since any fluctuation in

the distance between the wire and the base material is quickly rectified by a large change in

current. For example, if the wire and the base material get too close, the current will rapidly

increase, which in turn causes the heat to increase and the tip of the wire to melt, returning it to

its original separation distance.

The type of current used in arc welding also plays an important role in welding. Consumable

electrode processes such as shielded metal arc welding and gas metal arc welding generally use

direct current, but the electrode can be charged either positively or negatively. In welding, the
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positively charged anode will have a greater heat concentration, and as a result, changing the

polarity of the electrode has an impact on weld properties. If the electrode is positively charged,

the base metal will be hotter, increasing weld penetration and welding speed. Alternatively, a

negatively charged electrode results in more shallow welds. Nonconsumable electrode processes,

such as gas tungsten arc welding, can use either type of direct current, as well as alternating

current. However, with direct current, because the electrode only creates the arc and does not

provide filler material, a positively charged electrode causes shallow welds, while a negatively

charged electrode makes deeper welds. Alternating current rapidly moves between these two,

resulting in medium-penetration welds. One disadvantage of AC, the fact that the arc must be re-

ignited after every zero crossing, has been addressed with the invention of special power units

that produce a square wave pattern instead of the normal sine wave, making rapid zero crossings

possible and minimizing the effects of the problem.

3. Processes of Welding

One of the most common types of arc welding is shielded metal arc welding (SMAW), which is

also known as manual metal arc welding (MMA) or stick welding. Electric current is used to

strike an arc between the base material and consumable electrode rod, which is made of steel and

is covered with a flux that protects the weld area from oxidation and contamination by producing

CO2 gas during the welding process. The electrode core itself acts as filler material, making a

separate filler unnecessary. The process is versatile and can be performed with relatively

inexpensive equipment, making it well suited to shop jobs and field work. An operator can

become reasonably proficient with a modest amount of training and can achieve mastery with

experience. Weld times are rather slow, since the consumable electrodes must be frequently

replaced and because slag, the residue from the flux, must be chipped away after welding.

Furthermore, the process is generally limited to welding ferrous materials, though special

electrodes have made possible the welding of cast iron, nickel, aluminium, copper, and other

metals. Inexperienced operators may find it difficult to make good out-of-position welds with

this process.
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Gas metal arc welding (GMAW), also known as metal inert gas or MIG welding, is a semi-

automatic or automatic process that uses a continuous wire feed as an electrode and an inert or

semi-inert gas mixture to protect the weld from contamination. As with SMAW, reasonable

operator proficiency can be achieved with modest training. Since the electrode is continuous,

welding speeds are greater for GMAW than for SMAW. Also, the smaller arc size compared to

the shielded metal arc welding process makes it easier to make out-of-position welds (e.g.,

overhead joints, as would be welded underneath a structure). The equipment required to perform

the GMAW process is more complex and expensive than that required for SMAW, and requires

a more complex setup procedure. Therefore, GMAW is less portable and versatile, and due to the

use of a separate shielding gas, is not particularly suitable for outdoor work. However, owing to

the higher average rate at which welds can be completed, GMAW is well suited to production

welding. The process can be applied to a wide variety of metals, both ferrous and non-ferrous.

A related process, flux-cored arc welding (FCAW), uses similar equipment but uses wire

consisting of a steel electrode surrounding a powder fill material. This cored wire is more

expensive than the standard solid wire and can generate fumes and/or slag, but it permits even

higher welding speed and greater metal penetration. Gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW), or

tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding (also sometimes erroneously referred to as heliarc welding), is a

manual welding process that uses a nonconsumable tungsten electrode, an inert or semi-inert gas

mixture, and a separate filler material. Especially useful for welding thin materials, this method

is characterized by a stable arc and high quality welds, but it requires significant operator skill

and can only be accomplished at relatively low speeds.

GTAW can be used on nearly all weldable metals, though it is most often applied to stainless

steel and light metals. It is often used when quality welds are extremely important, such as in

bicycle, aircraft and naval applications. A related process, plasma arc welding, also uses a

tungsten electrode but uses plasma gas to make the arc. The arc is more concentrated than the

GTAW arc, making transverse control more critical and thus generally restricting the technique

to a mechanized process. Because of its stable current, the method can be used on a wider range
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of material thicknesses than can the GTAW process, and furthermore, it is much faster. It can be

applied to all of the same materials as GTAW except magnesium, and automated welding of

stainless steel is one important application of the process. A variation of the process is plasma

cutting, an efficient steel cutting process.

Submerged arc welding (SAW) is a high-productivity welding method in which the arc is struck

beneath a covering layer of flux. This increases arc quality, since contaminants in the atmosphere

are blocked by the flux. The slag that forms on the weld generally comes off by itself, and

combined with the use of a continuous wire feed, the weld deposition rate is high. Working

conditions are much improved over other arc welding processes, since the flux hides the arc and

almost no smoke is produced. The process is commonly used in industry, especially for large

products and in the manufacture of welded pressure vessels. Other arc welding processes include

atomic hydrogen welding, carbon arc welding, electroslag welding, electrogas welding, and stud

arc welding.

4. Gas welding

The most common gas welding process is oxyfuel welding, also known as oxyacetylene

welding. It is one of the oldest and most versatile welding processes, but in recent years it has

become less popular in industrial applications. It is still widely used for welding pipes and tubes,

as well as repair work. It is also frequently well-suited, and favored, for fabricating some types

of metal-based artwork. Oxyfuel equipment is versatile, lending itself not only to some sorts of

iron or steel welding but also to brazing, braze-welding, metal heating (for bending and

forming), and also oxyfuel cutting.

The equipment is relatively inexpensive and simple, generally employing the combustion of

acetylene in oxygen to produce a welding flame temperature of about 3100 C. The flame, since it

is less concentrated than an electric arc, causes slower weld cooling, which can lead to greater

residual stresses and weld distortion, though it eases the welding of high alloy steels. A similar
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process, generally called oxyfuel cutting, is used to cut metals. Other gas welding methods, such

as air acetylene welding, oxygen hydrogen welding, and pressure gas welding are quite similar,

generally differing only in the type of gases used. A water torch is sometimes used for precision

welding of small items such as jewelry. Gas welding is also used in plastic welding, though the

heated substance is air, and the temperatures are much lower.

5. Resistance welding

Resistance welding involves the generation of heat by passing current through the resistance

caused by the contact between two or more metal surfaces. Small pools of molten metal are

formed at the weld area as high current (1000100,000 A) is passed through the metal. In general,

resistance welding methods are efficient and cause little pollution, but their applications are

somewhat limited and the equipment cost can be high.

Spot welding is a popular resistance welding method used to join overlapping metal sheets of up

to 3 mm thick. Two electrodes are simultaneously used to clamp the metal sheets together and to

pass current through the sheets. The advantages of the method include efficient energy use,

limited workpiece deformation, high production rates, easy automation, and no required filler

materials. Weld strength is significantly lower than with other welding methods, making the

process suitable for only certain applications. It is used extensively in the automotive

industryordinary cars can have several thousand spot welds made by industrial robots. A

specialized process, called shot welding, can be used to spot weld stainless steel.

Like spot welding, seam welding relies on two electrodes to apply pressure and current to join

metal sheets. However, instead of pointed electrodes, wheel-shaped electrodes roll along and

often feed the workpiece, making it possible to make long continuous welds. In the past, this

process was used in the manufacture of beverage cans, but now its uses are more limited. Other

resistance welding methods include flash welding, projection welding, and upset welding.
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6. Energy beam welding

Energy beam welding methods, namely laser beam welding and electron beam welding, are

relatively new processes that have become quite popular in high production applications. The

two processes are quite similar, differing most notably in their source of power. Laser beam

welding employs a highly focused laser beam, while electron beam welding is done in a vacuum

and uses an electron beam. Both have a very high energy density, making deep weld penetration

possible and minimizing the size of the weld area. Both processes are extremely fast, and are

easily automated, making them highly productive. The primary disadvantages are their very high

equipment costs (though these are decreasing) and a susceptibility to thermal cracking.

Developments in this area include laser-hybrid welding, which uses principles from both laser

beam welding and arc welding for even better weld properties.

7. Solid-state welding

Like the first welding process, forge welding, some modern welding methods do not involve the

melting of the materials being joined. One of the most popular, ultrasonic welding, is used to

connect thin sheets or wires made of metal or thermoplastic by vibrating them at high frequency

and under high pressure. The equipment and methods involved are similar to that of resistance

welding, but instead of electric current, vibration provides energy input. Welding metals with

this process does not involve melting the materials; instead, the weld is formed by introducing

mechanical vibrations horizontally under pressure. When welding plastics, the materials should

have similar melting temperatures, and the vibrations are introduced vertically. Ultrasonic

welding is commonly used for making electrical connections out of aluminum or copper, and it is

also a very common polymer welding process.

Another common process, explosion welding, involves the joining of materials by pushing them

together under extremely high pressure. The energy from the impact plasticizes the materials,

forming a weld, even though only a limited amount of heat is generated. The process is
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commonly used for welding dissimilar materials, such as the welding of aluminum with steel in

ship hulls or compound plates. Other solid-state welding processes include co-extrusion welding,

cold welding, diffusion welding, friction welding (including friction stir welding), high

frequency welding, hot pressure welding, induction welding, and roll welding.

8. Geometry and Welds

Welds can be geometrically prepared in many different ways. The five basic types of weld joints

are the butt joint, lap joint, corner joint, edge joint, and T-joint. Other variations exist as wellfor

example, double-V preparation joints are characterized by the two pieces of material each

tapering to a single center point at one-half their height. Single-U and double-U preparation

joints are also fairly commoninstead of having straight edges like the single-V and double-V

preparation joints, they are curved, forming the shape of a U. Lap joints are also commonly more

than two pieces thickdepending on the process used and the thickness of the material, many

pieces can be welded together in a lap joint geometry.

Often, particular joint designs are used exclusively or almost exclusively by certain welding

processes. For example, resistance spot welding, laser beam welding, and electron beam welding

are most frequently performed on lap joints. However, some welding methods, like shielded

metal arc welding, are extremely versatile and can weld virtually any type of joint. Additionally,

some processes can be used to make multipass welds, in which one weld is allowed to cool, and

then another weld is performed on top of it. This allows for the welding of thick sections

arranged in a single-V preparation joint, for example.

After welding, a number of distinct regions can be identified in the weld area. The weld itself is

called the fusion zonemore specifically, it is where the filler metal was laid during the welding

process. The properties of the fusion zone depend primarily on the filler metal used, and its

compatibility with the base materials. It is surrounded by the heat-affected zone, the area that had

its microstructure and properties altered by the weld. These properties depend on the base
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material's behavior when subjected to heat. The metal in this area is often weaker than both the

base material and the fusion zone, and is also where residual stresses are found.

9. Quality of Welds

Most often, the major metric used for judging the quality of a weld is its strength and the

strength of the material around it. Many distinct factors influence this, including the welding

method, the amount and concentration of energy input, the base material, the filler material, the

flux material, the design of the joint, and the interactions between all these factors. To test the

quality of a weld, either destructive or nondestructive testing methods are commonly used to

verify that welds are defect-free, have acceptable levels of residual stresses and distortion, and

have acceptable heat-affected zone (HAZ) properties. Welding codes and specifications exist to

guide welders in proper welding technique and in how to judge the quality of welds.

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Have an overview of Engineering Drawings

 Learn about the Common features of engineering drawings

 Comprehend Line styles and types

 Lean about Classification of Lines

Definition/Overview:

Engineering drawing: An engineering drawing is a type of drawing that is technical in nature,

used to fully and clearly define requirements for engineered items, and is usually created in
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accordance with standardized conventions for layout, nomenclature, interpretation, appearance

(such as typefaces and line styles), size, etc. Its purpose is to accurately and unambiguously

capture all the geometric features of a product or a component. The end goal of an engineering

drawing is to convey all the required information that will allow a manufacturer to produce that

component.

Key Points:

1. Overview of Engineering Drawings

Engineering drawings are often referred to as "blueprints" or "bluelines". However, the terms are

rapidly becoming an anachronism, since most copies of engineering drawings that were formerly

made using a chemical-printing process that yielded graphics on blue-colored paper or,

alternatively, of blue-lines on white paper, have been superseded by more modern reproduction

processes that yield black or multicolour lines on white paper. The process of producing

engineering drawings, and the skill of producing them, is often referred to as technical drawing,

although technical drawings are also required for disciplines that would not ordinarily be thought

of as parts of engineering.

2. Common features of engineering drawings

Drawings convey the following critical information:

 Geometry the shape of the object; represented as views; how the object will look when it is

viewed from various standard directions, such as front, top, side, etc.

 Dimensions the size of the object is captured in accepted units.

 Tolerances the allowable variations for each dimension.

 Material represents what the item is made of.

 Finish specifies the surface quality of the item, functional or cosmetic. For example, a mass-

marketed product usually requires a much higher surface quality than, say, a component that

goes inside industrial machinery.
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3. Line styles and types

A variety of line styles graphically represent physical objects. Types of lines include the

following:

 visible are continuous lines used to depict edges directly visible from a particular angle.

 hidden are short-dashed lines that may be used to represent edges that are not directly visible.

 center are alternately long- and short-dashed lines that may be used to represent the axes of

circular features.

 cutting plane are thin, medium-dashed lines, or thick alternately long- and double short-dashed

that may be used to define sections for section views.

 section are thin lines in a pattern (pattern determined by the material being "cut" or "sectioned")

used to indicate surfaces in section views resulting from "cutting." Section lines are commonly

referred to as "cross-hatching."

4. Lines can also be classified by a letter classification in which each line is given a letter.

 Type A lines show the outline of the feature of an object. They are the thickest lines on a

drawing and done with a pencil softer than HB.

 Type B lines are dimension lines and are used for dimensioning, projecting, extending, or

leaders. A harder pencil should be used, such as a 2H.

 Type C lines are used for breaks when the whole object is not shown. They are freehand drawn

and only for short breaks. 2H pencil

 Type D lines are similar to Type C, except they are zigzagged and only for longer breaks. 2H

pencil

 Type E lines indicate hidden outlines of internal features of an object. They are dotted lines. 2H

pencil

 Type F lines are Type F[typo] lines, except they are used for drawings in electrotechnology. 2H

pencil

 Type G lines are used for centre lines. They are dotted lines, but a long line of 1020mm, then a

gap, then a small line of 2mm. 2H pencil

 Type H lines are the same as Type G, except that every second long line is thicker. They indicate

the cutting plane of an object. 2H pencil
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 Type K lines indicate the alternate positions of an object and the line taken by that object. They

are drawn with a long line of 1020mm, then a small gap, then a small line of 2mm, then a gap,

then another small line. 2H pencil.

5. Example of an engineering drawing

Here is an example of an engineering drawing. The different line types are colored for clarity.

Black = object line and hatching

Red = hidden line

Blue = center line

Magenta = phantom line or cutting plane

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics

Reproduction Of Drawing

Three-Dimensional Pictorial S

Points, Lines, And Planes

Primary Auxiliaries In Descriptive Geometry

Successive Auxiliary Views

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Explore the Concept of Drawing

 Learn about the Difference between Drawing & Painting

 Understand the Usage of Dry Media in Drawing

 Develop learning regarding Popular Beliefs about Drawing
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Definition/Overview:

Drawing: Drawing is the process of recording on a surface what you see before your eyes or in

your imagination.

Key Points:

1. Exploring the Concept of Drawing

A sketch (from Ancient Greek σχέδιος - schedios, made suddenly, off-hand, from σχεδιάζω -

schediazo, to do a thing off-hand) is a rapidly executed freehand drawing that is not intended as a

finished work, often consisting of a multitude of overlapping lines. If in oil paint it is called an

oil sketch. Sketches usually serve to quickly record ideas for later use. Sketches are inexpensive

and allow the artist to try out different ideas and establish a composition before committing to an

expensive and time consuming painting or fresco. Sketching sharpens an artist's ability to focus

and has often been a prescribed part of artistic development for students.

2. Difference between Drawing & Painting

One thing that differentiates drawing from Painting by the fact that in drawing an artist uses pure

colors and cannot mix them (before application) one with another, while in painting the common

practice of creating a new color is by mixing. Drawing media mix on the surface because of

direct chemical interaction, overlaying (also known as glazing) so that the light reflected from

the surface comes through, or by just being close enough that the eye "mixes" them.

The most common types of drawing are pencil, pastels or pen and ink drawings. Many drawing

materials are not water or oil based and can be applied without any preparations. There are water
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based drawing media (e.g., "watercolor pencils") which can be drawn with as ordinary pencils,

then washed over with a wet brush to get different effects. There are also oil-based pastels.

Interestingly enough, the "modern" art community has started referring to pastel and colored

pencil compositions as paintings, just to muddy the waters...

3. Usage of Dry Media in Drawing

Dry media such as pencil or pastel are often preferred due to time constraints, but a quickly done

watercolor study or even quickly modeled clay or soft wax can also be considered a 'sketch' in

the broader sense of the term. Graphite pencils being a relatively new invention, the artists of the

Renaissance could make sketches using the expensive method of a silver stylus on specially

prepared paper (known as silverpoint), with results similar to a modern pencil sketch, or, more

cheaply, used charcoal, chalk, or pen-and-ink.

4. Popular Beliefs about Drawing

Contrary to popular belief, artists often use erasers when drawing; the eraser may be used to

remove rough construction lines, or to soften lines for visual effect. The most commonly used

eraser for pencil drawing is the kneaded eraser, which has a soft, sticky surface that enables the

artist to lift the graphite or charcoal from the drawing surface without smudging. White plastic

erasers can cleanly erase line work, but tend to smudge heavy shading. The sketchbooks of

Leonardo da Vinci and Edgar Degas are two examples of many done by famous artists which

have become art objects in their own right, although many pages show more thoughtful studies

rather than true sketches.

The ability to quickly record impressions through sketching has found varied purposes in today's

culture. Courtroom artists are usually sketchers. Sketches drawn to help authorities find or

identify wanted people are called composite sketches. Street performers in popular tourist areas

often include artists who sketch portraits within minutes. A sketch method of reproducing
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photographs is done with a photographic enlarger in a dark room. The negative image is

projected on the paper where the sketch is to be done. All the light shades are penciled until the

paper is all the same shade.

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Have an overview of 3D Computer Graphics

 Comprehend the notion of Layout in animation

 Learn how to perform Rendering & 3D

 Develop Distinction of 3D from photorealistic 2D graphics

Definition/Overview:

3D computer graphics: 3D computer graphics (in contrast to 2D computer graphics) are

graphics that use a three-dimensional representation of geometric data that is stored in the

computer for the purposes of performing calculations and rendering 2D images. Such images

may be for later display or for real-time viewing. Despite these differences, 3D computer

graphics rely on many of the same algorithms as 2D computer vector graphics in the wire frame

model and 2D computer raster graphics in the final rendered display. In computer graphics

software, the distinction between 2D and 3D is occasionally blurred; 2D applications may use

3D techniques to achieve effects such as lighting, and primarily 3D may use 2D rendering

techniques. 3D computer graphics are often referred to as 3D models. Apart from the rendered

graphic, the model is contained within the graphical data file. However, there are differences. A

3D model is the mathematical representation of any three-dimensional object (either inanimate or
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living). A model is not technically a graphic until it is visually displayed. Due to 3D printing, 3D

models are not confined to virtual space. A model can be displayed visually as a two-

dimensional image through a process called 3D rendering, or used in non-graphical computer

simulations and calculations.

Key Points:

1. Overview of 3D Computer Graphics

The process of creating 3D computer graphics can be sequentially divided into three basic

phases: 3D modeling which describes the process of forming the shape of an object, layout and

animation which describes the motion and placement of objects within a scene, and 3D rendering

which produces an image of an object. The model describes the process of forming the shape of

an object. The two most common sources of 3D models are those originated on the computer by

an artist or engineer using some kind of 3D modeling tool, and those scanned into a computer

from real-world objects. Models can also be produced procedurally or via physical simulation.

2. Layout and animation

Before objects are rendered, they must be placed (layout/laid out) within a scene. This is what

defines the spatial relationships between objects in a scene including location and size.

Animation refers to the temporal description of an object, i.e., how it moves and deforms over

time. Popular methods include keyframing, inverse kinematics, and motion capture, though

many of these techniques are used in conjunction with each-other. As with modeling, physical

simulation is another way of specifying motion.
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3. Rendering & 3D

Rendering converts a model into an image either by simulating light transport to get

photorealistic images, or by applying some kind of style as in non-photorealistic rendering. The

two basic operations in realistic rendering are transport (how much light gets from one place to

another) and scattering (how surfaces interact with light). This step is usually performed using

3D computer graphics software or a 3D graphics API. The process of altering the scene into a

suitable form for rendering also involves 3D projection which allows a three-dimensional image

to be viewed in two dimensions. There are a multitude of websites designed to help educate and

support 3D graphic artists. Some are managed by software developers and content providers, but

there are standalone sites as well (such as Renderosity). These communities allow for members

to seek advice, post tutorials, provide product reviews or post examples of their own work.

4. Distinct of 3D from photorealistic 2D graphics

Not all computer graphics that appear 3D are based on a wireframe model. 2D computer graphics

with 3D photorealistic effects are often achieved without wireframe modeling and are sometimes

indistinguishable in the final form. Some graphic art software includes filters that can be applied

to 2D vector graphics or 2D raster graphics on transparent layers. Visual artists may also copy or

visualize 3D effects and manually render photorealistic effects without the use of filters.

3. Rendering & 3D

Rendering converts a model into an image either by simulating light transport to get

photorealistic images, or by applying some kind of style as in non-photorealistic rendering. The

two basic operations in realistic rendering are transport (how much light gets from one place to

another) and scattering (how surfaces interact with light). This step is usually performed using

3D computer graphics software or a 3D graphics API. The process of altering the scene into a

suitable form for rendering also involves 3D projection which allows a three-dimensional image

to be viewed in two dimensions. There are a multitude of websites designed to help educate and

support 3D graphic artists. Some are managed by software developers and content providers, but

there are standalone sites as well (such as Renderosity). These communities allow for members

to seek advice, post tutorials, provide product reviews or post examples of their own work.

4. Distinct of 3D from photorealistic 2D graphics

Not all computer graphics that appear 3D are based on a wireframe model. 2D computer graphics

with 3D photorealistic effects are often achieved without wireframe modeling and are sometimes

indistinguishable in the final form. Some graphic art software includes filters that can be applied

to 2D vector graphics or 2D raster graphics on transparent layers. Visual artists may also copy or

visualize 3D effects and manually render photorealistic effects without the use of filters.

3. Rendering & 3D

Rendering converts a model into an image either by simulating light transport to get

photorealistic images, or by applying some kind of style as in non-photorealistic rendering. The

two basic operations in realistic rendering are transport (how much light gets from one place to

another) and scattering (how surfaces interact with light). This step is usually performed using

3D computer graphics software or a 3D graphics API. The process of altering the scene into a

suitable form for rendering also involves 3D projection which allows a three-dimensional image

to be viewed in two dimensions. There are a multitude of websites designed to help educate and

support 3D graphic artists. Some are managed by software developers and content providers, but

there are standalone sites as well (such as Renderosity). These communities allow for members

to seek advice, post tutorials, provide product reviews or post examples of their own work.

4. Distinct of 3D from photorealistic 2D graphics

Not all computer graphics that appear 3D are based on a wireframe model. 2D computer graphics

with 3D photorealistic effects are often achieved without wireframe modeling and are sometimes

indistinguishable in the final form. Some graphic art software includes filters that can be applied

to 2D vector graphics or 2D raster graphics on transparent layers. Visual artists may also copy or

visualize 3D effects and manually render photorealistic effects without the use of filters.
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Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

Comprehend Euclidean geometry

Learn about the plane with a point and a normal vector

Understand the Line of intersection between two planes

Learn about Information transfer

Understand Points in Euclidean geometry

Definition/Overview:

Point: In geometry, topology and related branches of mathematics a spatial point describes a

specific point within a given space that consists of neither volume, area, length, nor any other

higher dimensional analogue. Thus, a point is a 0-dimensional object. Because of their nature as

one of the simplest geometric concepts, they are often used in one form or another as the

fundamental constituents of geometry, physics, vector graphics, and many other fields.

Plane: In mathematics, a plane is a two-dimensional manifold or surface that is perfectly flat.

Informally, it can be thought of as an infinitely vast and infinitesimally thin sheet oriented in

some space. Formally, it is an affine space of dimension two.

Line: A line can be described as an ideal zero-width, infinitely long, perfectly straight curve (the

term curve in mathematics includes "straight curves") containing an infinite number of points. In

Euclidean geometry, exactly one line can be found that passes through any two points. The line

provides the shortest connection between the points.
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Key Points:

1. A representation of one line segment

A line can be described as an ideal zero-width, infinitely long, perfectly straight curve (the term

curve in mathematics includes "straight curves") containing an infinite number of points. In

Euclidean geometry, exactly one line can be found that passes through any two points. The line

provides the shortest connection between the points. In two dimensions, two different lines can

either be parallel, meaning they never meet, or may intersect at one and only one point. In three

or more dimensions, lines may also be skew, meaning they don't meet, but also don't define a

plane. Two distinct planes intersect in at most one line. Three or more points that lie on the same

line are called collinear. When working in two-dimensional Euclidean space, the definite article

is used, the plane, to refer to the whole space. Many fundamental tasks in geometry,

trigonometry, and graphing are performed in two-dimensional space, or in other words, in the

plane. A lot of mathematics can be and has been performed in the plane, notably in the areas of

geometry, trigonometry, graph theory and graphing. All two-dimensional figures are assumed to

be on a plane, even on the plane, unless otherwise specified.

2. Euclidean geometry

In Euclidean space a plane is a surface such that, given any two distinct points on the surface, the

surface also contains the unique straight line that passes through those points.

The fundamental structure of two such planes will always be the same. In mathematics this is

described as topological equivalence. Informally though, it means that any two planes look the

same.

A plane can be uniquely determined by any of the following (sets of) objects:

 three non-collinear points (i.e., not lying on the same line)
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 a line and a point not on the line

 two lines with one point of intersection

 two parallel lines

3. Orientation

Like lines, planes can be parallel or intersecting. Differing from lines, however, planes cannot be

skew. Lines drawn on two parallel planes will either be parallel or skew, but will not intersect.

Intersecting planes may be perpendicular, or may form any number of other angles. Planes

embedded in R3

This section is specifically concerned with planes embedded in three dimensions: specifically, in

ℝ3.

In three-dimensional Euclidean space, we may exploit the following facts that do not hold in

higher dimensions:

 Two planes are either parallel or they intersect in a line.

 A line is either parallel to a plane or intersects it at a single point or is contained in the plane.

 Two lines perpendicular to the same plane must be parallel to each other.

 Two planes perpendicular to the same line must be parallel to each other.

4. A plane with a point and a normal vector

In a three-dimensional space, another important way of defining a plane is by specifying a point

and a normal vector to the plane.

Let be the point we wish to lie in the plane, and let be a nonzero normal vector to the plane.

The desired plane is the set of all points such that

If we write , and d as the dot product , then the plane Π

is determined by the condition , where a, b, c and d are real numbers

and a,b, and c are not all zero.
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Alternatively, a plane may be described parametrically as the set of all points of the form

where s and t range over all real numbers, and , and are given vectors

defining the plane. points from the origin to an arbitrary point on the plane, and and can

be visualized as starting at and pointing in different directions along the plane. and can,

but do not have to be perpendicular (but they cannot be collinear).

5. Line of intersection between two planes

Given intersecting planes described by and , the line of

intersection is perpendicular to both and and thus parallel to . This cross product

is zero only if the planes are parallel, and are therefore non-intersecting or coincident.

Any point in space may be written as , since

is a basis. In this equation, c3 is the line's parameter, and c1 and c2 are

constants. By taking the dot product of this equation against and , and by noting that

, we obtain two scalar equations that may be solved for {c1,c2}.

If we further assume that and are orthonormal then the closest point on the line of

intersection to the origin is .

6. Dihedral angle

Given two intersecting planes described by and

, the dihedral angle between them is defined to be the

angle α between their normal directions:
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7. Points in Euclidean geometry

Points are most often considered within the framework of Euclidean geometry, where they are

one of the fundamental objects. Euclid originally defined the point vaguely, as "that which has

no part". In two dimensional Euclidean space, a point is represented by an ordered pair, (x,y), of

numbers, where the first number conventionally represents the horizontal and is often denoted by

x, and the second number conventionally represents the vertical and is often denoted by y. This

idea is easily generalized to three dimensional Euclidean space, where a point is represented by

an ordered triplet, \, (x,y,z), with the additional third number representing depth and often

denoted by z. Further generalizations are represented by an ordered tuplet of n terms,\,

(a_1,a_2,...,a_n) where n is the dimension of the space in which the point is located.

Many constructs within Euclidean geometry consist of an infinite collection of points that

conform to certain axioms. This is usually represented by a set of points; As an example, a line is

an infinite set of points of the form L={\, (a_1,a_2,...a_n)|a_1c_1 + a_2c_2 + ... a_nc_n = d},

where \, c_1 through \, c_n and \, d are constants and n is the dimension of the space. Similar

constructions exist that define the plane, line segment and other related concepts. In addition to

defining points and constructs related to points, Euclid also postulated a key idea about points; he

claimed that any two points can be connected by a straight line, this is easily confirmed under

modern expansions of Euclidean geometry, and had grave consequences at the time of its

introduction, allowing the construction of almost all the geometric concepts of the time.

However, Euclid's axiomatization of points was neither complete nor definitive, as he

occasionally assumed facts that didn't follow directly from his axioms, such as the ordering of

points on the line or the existence of specific points, but in spite of this, modern expansions of

the system have since removed these assumptions.

8. Impedances

The desired effect is to have the impedances far from matched (10,000 ohm to 100 ohm) so that

very little power is transferred and the line in circuit does not load down the output of the other
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device. When a line out signal, with its impedance of around 100 ohms, is connected to the high

impedance line in of 10k ohms, most of the voltage appears across the input resistance and

almost none of the voltage is dropped across the output.

9. Information transfer

These are voltage signals (as opposed to current signals) and it is the signal information (voltage)

that is desired, not power to drive a transducer, such as a speaker or antenna. The actual

information that is exchanged between the devices is the variance in voltage; it is this alternating

voltage signal that conveys the information, making the current irrelevant.

10. Points in Euclidean geometry

Points are most often considered within the framework of Euclidean geometry, where they are

one of the fundamental objects. Euclid originally defined the point vaguely, as "that which has

no part". In two dimensional Euclidean space, a point is represented by an ordered pair, (x,y), of

numbers, where the first number conventionally represents the horizontal and is often denoted by

x, and the second number conventionally represents the vertical and is often denoted by y. This

idea is easily generalized to three dimensional Euclidean space, where a point is represented by

an ordered triplet, \, (x,y,z), with the additional third number representing depth and often

denoted by z. Further generalizations are represented by an ordered tuplet of n terms,\,

(a_1,a_2,...,a_n) where n is the dimension of the space in which the point is located.

Many constructs within Euclidean geometry consist of an infinite collection of points that

conform to certain axioms. This is usually represented by a set of points; As an example, a line is

an infinite set of points of the form L={\, (a_1,a_2,...a_n)|a_1c_1 + a_2c_2 + ... a_nc_n = d},

where \, c_1 through \, c_n and \, d are constants and n is the dimension of the space. Similar

constructions exist that define the plane, line segment and other related concepts.
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In addition to defining points and constructs related to points, Euclid also postulated a key idea

about points; he claimed that any two points can be connected by a straight line, this is easily

confirmed under modern expansions of Euclidean geometry, and had grave consequences at the

time of its introduction, allowing the construction of almost all the geometric concepts of the

time. However, Euclid's axiomatization of points was neither complete nor definitive, as he

occasionally assumed facts that didn't follow directly from his axioms, such as the ordering of

points on the line or the existence of specific points, but in spite of this, modern expansions of

the system have since removed these assumptions.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about Gaspard Monge

 Understand Protocols of Descriptive Geometry

 Comprehend Heuristics

 Understand General solutions of Descriptive Geometry

Definition/Overview:

Descriptive geometry: Descriptive geometry is the branch of geometry which allows the

representation of three-dimensional objects in two dimensions, by using a specific set of

procedures. The resulting techniques are important for engineering, architecture, design and in

art. The theoretical basis for descriptive geometry is provided by planar geometric projections.

In addition to defining points and constructs related to points, Euclid also postulated a key idea

about points; he claimed that any two points can be connected by a straight line, this is easily

confirmed under modern expansions of Euclidean geometry, and had grave consequences at the

time of its introduction, allowing the construction of almost all the geometric concepts of the

time. However, Euclid's axiomatization of points was neither complete nor definitive, as he

occasionally assumed facts that didn't follow directly from his axioms, such as the ordering of

points on the line or the existence of specific points, but in spite of this, modern expansions of

the system have since removed these assumptions.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about Gaspard Monge

 Understand Protocols of Descriptive Geometry

 Comprehend Heuristics

 Understand General solutions of Descriptive Geometry

Definition/Overview:

Descriptive geometry: Descriptive geometry is the branch of geometry which allows the

representation of three-dimensional objects in two dimensions, by using a specific set of

procedures. The resulting techniques are important for engineering, architecture, design and in

art. The theoretical basis for descriptive geometry is provided by planar geometric projections.

In addition to defining points and constructs related to points, Euclid also postulated a key idea

about points; he claimed that any two points can be connected by a straight line, this is easily

confirmed under modern expansions of Euclidean geometry, and had grave consequences at the

time of its introduction, allowing the construction of almost all the geometric concepts of the

time. However, Euclid's axiomatization of points was neither complete nor definitive, as he

occasionally assumed facts that didn't follow directly from his axioms, such as the ordering of

points on the line or the existence of specific points, but in spite of this, modern expansions of

the system have since removed these assumptions.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about Gaspard Monge

 Understand Protocols of Descriptive Geometry

 Comprehend Heuristics

 Understand General solutions of Descriptive Geometry

Definition/Overview:

Descriptive geometry: Descriptive geometry is the branch of geometry which allows the

representation of three-dimensional objects in two dimensions, by using a specific set of

procedures. The resulting techniques are important for engineering, architecture, design and in

art. The theoretical basis for descriptive geometry is provided by planar geometric projections.
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Key Points:

1. Gaspard Monge

Gaspard Monge is usually considered the "father of descriptive geometry". He first developed his

techniques to solve geometric problems in 1765 while working as a draftsman for military

fortifications, and later published his findings. Monge's protocols allow an imaginary object to be

drawn in such a way that it may be 3-D modeled. All geometric aspects of the imaginary object

are accounted for in true size/to-scale and shape, and can be imaged as seen from any position in

space. All images are represented on a two-dimensional drawing surface. Descriptive geometry

uses the image-creating technique of imaginary, parallel projectors emanating from an imaginary

object and intersecting an imaginary plane of projection at right angles. The cumulative points of

intersections create the desired image.

2. Protocols of Descriptive Geometry

Project two images of an object into mutually perpendicular, arbitrary directions. Each image

view accommodates three dimensions of space, two dimensions displayed as full-scale,

mutually-perpendicular axes and one as an invisible (point view) axis receding into the image

space (depth). Each of the two adjacent image views shares a full-scale view of one of the three

dimensions of space. Either of these images may serve as the beginning point for a third

projected view. The third view may begin a fourth projection, and on ad infinitum. These

sequential projections each represent a circuitous, 90 turn in space in order to view the object

from a different direction.

Each new projection utilizes a dimension in full scale that appears as point-view dimension in

the previous view. To achieve the full-scale view of this dimension and accommodate it within

the new view requires one to ignore the previous view and proceed to the second previous view

where this dimension appears in full-scale. Each new view may be created by projecting into any
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of an infinite number of directions, perpendicular to the previous direction of projection.

(Envision the many directions of the spokes of a wagon wheel each perpendicular to the

direction of the axle.) The result is one of stepping circuitously about an object in 90 turns and

viewing the object from each step. Each new view is added as an additional view to an

orthographic projection layout display and appears in an "unfolding of the glass box model".

Aside from the Orthographic, six standard principal views (Front; Right Side; Left Side; Top;

Bottom; Rear), descriptive geometry strives to yield three basic solution views: the true length of

a line (i.e., full size, not foreshortened), the point view (end view) of a line, and the true shape of

a plane (i.e., full size to scale, or not foreshortened). These often serve to determine the direction

of projection for the subsequent view. By the 90 circuitous stepping process, projecting in any

direction from the point view of a line yields its true length view; projecting in a direction

parallel to a true length line view yields its point view, projecting the point view of any line on a

plane yields the plane's edge view; projecting in a direction perpendicular to the edge view of a

plane will yield the true shape (to scale) view. These various views may be called upon to help

solve engineering problems posed by solid-geometry principles.

3. Heuristics

There is heuristic value to studying descriptive geometry. It promotes visualization and spatial

analytical abilities, as well as the intuitive ability to recognize the direction of viewing for best

presenting a geometric problem for solution. Representative examples:

The best direction to view:

Two skew lines (pipes, perhaps) in general positions in order to determine the location of their

shortest connector (common perpendicular)

Two skew lines (pipes) in general positions such that their shortest connector is seen in full scale
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Two skew lines in general positions such the shortest connector parallel to a given plane is seen

in full scale (say, to determine the position and the dimension of the shortest connector at a

constant distance from a radiating surface)

A plane surface such that a hole drilled perpendicular is seen in full scale, as if looking through

the hole (say, to test for clearances with other drilled holes)

A plane equidistant from two skew lines in general positions (say, to confirm safe radiation

distance?)

The shortest distance from a point to a plane (say, to locate the most economical position for

bracing)

The line of intersection between two surfaces, including curved surfaces (say, for the most

economical sizing of sections?)

The true size of the angle between two planes

4. General solutions of Descriptive Geometry

General solutions are a class of solutions within descriptive geometry that contain all possible

solutions to a problem. The general solution is represented by a single, three-dimensional object,

usually a cone, the directions of the elements of which are the desired direction of viewing

(projection) for any of an infinite number of solution views. In the examples, the general solution

for each desired characteristic solution is a cone, each element of which produces one of an

infinite number of solution views. When two or more characteristics of, say those listed above,

are desired (and for which a solution exists) projecting in the direction of either of the two

elements of intersections (one element, if cones are tangent) between the two cones produces the

desired solution view. If the cones do not intersect a solution does not exist. The examples below

are annotated to show the descriptive geometric principles used in the solutions. TL = True-

Length; EV = Edge View.
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Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about Absolute geometry

 Understand Incompleteness of Absolute Geometry

Definition/Overview:

Auxiliary view: An auxiliary view is an angle at which one can view an object that is not one of

the primary views for an Orthographic projection . An auxiliary view is a view at an angle used

to give deeper insight into the actual shape of the object.

Key Points:

1. Absolute geometry

Absolute geometry is a geometry based on an axiom system that does not assume the parallel

postulate or any of its alternatives. The term was introduced by Jnos Bolyai in 1832. It is

sometimes referred to as neutral geometry, as it is neutral with respect to the parallel postulate.

Its theorems are therefore true in some non-Euclidean geometries, such as hyperbolic geometry,

as well as in Euclidean geometry. In Euclid's Elements, the first 28 Propositions avoid using the

parallel postulate, and therefore are valid in absolute geometry.

2. Incompleteness of Absolute Geometry

Absolute geometry is an example of an incomplete postulational system. Consider the

proposition "The sum of the measures of the angles in every triangle is equal to the measures of

two right angles". This proposition is not provable in absolute geometry. Were the proposition
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provable, it would be true in hyperbolic geometry, where the sum of the measures of the angles

in a triangle is less than the sum of the measures of two right angles. The proposition's

negationthat there exists a triangle the sum of whose angle measures does not equal the measures

of two right anglesis also unprovable. Were the negation provable, it would be provable in

Euclidean geometry, where the sum of the measures of the angles of a triangle equals the sum of

the measures of two right angles. Therefore, the proposition is undecidable in absolute geometry.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:

Revolutions

Vector Graphics

Intersections And Developments

Graphs

Introduction To Autocad 2005

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Learn Different Mods of Display Resolution

 Comprehend Evolution of standards

Definition/Overview:

Display Resolution: The display resolution of a digital television or computer display typically

refers to the number of distinct pixels in each dimension that can be displayed. It can be an

ambiguous term especially as the displayed resolution is controlled by all different factors in

provable, it would be true in hyperbolic geometry, where the sum of the measures of the angles

in a triangle is less than the sum of the measures of two right angles. The proposition's

negationthat there exists a triangle the sum of whose angle measures does not equal the measures

of two right anglesis also unprovable. Were the negation provable, it would be provable in

Euclidean geometry, where the sum of the measures of the angles of a triangle equals the sum of

the measures of two right angles. Therefore, the proposition is undecidable in absolute geometry.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:

Revolutions

Vector Graphics

Intersections And Developments

Graphs

Introduction To Autocad 2005

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Learn Different Mods of Display Resolution

 Comprehend Evolution of standards

Definition/Overview:

Display Resolution: The display resolution of a digital television or computer display typically

refers to the number of distinct pixels in each dimension that can be displayed. It can be an

ambiguous term especially as the displayed resolution is controlled by all different factors in

provable, it would be true in hyperbolic geometry, where the sum of the measures of the angles

in a triangle is less than the sum of the measures of two right angles. The proposition's

negationthat there exists a triangle the sum of whose angle measures does not equal the measures

of two right anglesis also unprovable. Were the negation provable, it would be provable in

Euclidean geometry, where the sum of the measures of the angles of a triangle equals the sum of

the measures of two right angles. Therefore, the proposition is undecidable in absolute geometry.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:

Revolutions

Vector Graphics

Intersections And Developments

Graphs

Introduction To Autocad 2005

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Learn Different Mods of Display Resolution

 Comprehend Evolution of standards

Definition/Overview:

Display Resolution: The display resolution of a digital television or computer display typically

refers to the number of distinct pixels in each dimension that can be displayed. It can be an

ambiguous term especially as the displayed resolution is controlled by all different factors in
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cathode ray tube (CRT) and flat panel or projection displays using fixed picture-element (pixel)

arrays.

Key Points:

1. Different Mods of Display Resolution

One use of the term "display resolution" applies to fixed-pixel-array displays such as plasma

display panels (PDPs), liquid crystal displays (LCDs), digital light processing (DLP) projectors,

or similar technologies, and is simply the physical number of columns and rows of pixels

creating the display (e.g., 12801024). A consequence of having a fixed grid display is that for

multiformat video inputs all displays need a "scaling-engine" (a digital video processor that

includes a memory array) to match the incoming picture format to the display. Note that the use

of the word resolution here is misleading. The term "display resolution" is usually used to mean

pixel dimensions (e.g., 12801024), which does not tell anything about the resolution of the

display on which the image is actually formed (which would typically be given in pixels per inch

(digital) or number of lines measured horizontally, per picture height (analog)).

Some commentators also use this term to indicate a range of input formats that the display's input

electronics will accept and often include formats greater than the screen's native grid size even

though they have to be down-scaled to match the screen's parameters (e.g., accepting a 19201080

input on a display with a native 1366768 pixel array). In the case of television inputs, many

manufacturers will take the input and zoom it out to "overscan" the display by as much as 5% so

input resolution is not necessarily display resolution. The eye's perception of "display resolution"

can be affected by a number of factorssee Image resolution and Optical resolution. One factor is

the display screen's rectangular shape, which is expressed as the ratio of the physical picture

width to the picture height. This is known as the aspect ratio. A screen's physical aspect ratio and

the individual pixels' aspect ratio may not necessarily be the same. An array of 1280720 on a

16:9 display has square pixels. An array of 1024768 on a 16:9 display has rectangular pixels. An

example of pixel shape affecting "resolution" or perceived sharpness: displaying more

information in a smaller area using a higher resolution makes the image much clearer. However,
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newer LCD displays and such are fixed at a certain resolution; making the resolution lower on

these kinds of screens will greatly decrease sharpness, as an interpolation process is used to "fix"

the non-native resolution input into the displays native resolution output. While some CRT-based

displays may use digital video processing that involves image scaling using memory arrays,

ultimately "display resolution" in CRT-type displays is affected by different parameters such as

spot size and focus, astigmatic effects in the display corners, the color phosphor pitch shadow

mask (such as Trinitron) in color displays, and the video bandwidth.

2. Evolution of standards

Many personal computers introduced in the late 1970s and the 1980s were designed to use

television sets as their display devices, making the resolutions dependent on the television

standards in use, including PAL and NTSC. Picture sizes were usually limited in order to ensure

the visibility of all the pixels in the major television standards and the broad range of television

sets with varying amounts of overscan. The actual drawable picture area was therefore somewhat

smaller than the whole screen, and was usually surrounded by a static-colored border (see image

to right). Also, the interlace scanning was usually omitted in order to provide more stability to

the picture, effectively halving the vertical resolution in progress. 160200, 320200 and 640200

on NTSC were relatively common resolutions in the era (224, 240 or 256 scanlines were also

common). In the IBM PC world, these resolutions came to be used by 16-color CGA video

cards.

One of the drawbacks of using a classic television is that the computer display resolution is

higher than the TV could decode. Chroma resolution for NTSC/PAL televisions are bandwidth-

limited to a maximum 1.5 megahertz, or approximately 160 pixels wide, which led to blurring of

the color for 320 or 640-wide signals, and made text difficult to read (see second image to right).

Many users upgraded to higher-quality televisions with S-Video or RGBI inputs that helped

eliminate chroma blur & produce more legible displays. The earliest, lowest cost solution to the

chroma problem was offered in the Atari 2600 Video Computer System and the Apple II+, both
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of which offered the option to disable the color and view a legacy black-and-white signal. On the

Commodore 64, the GEOS mirrored the Macintosh OS method of using black-and-white to

improve readability.

The 640400i resolution (720x480i with borders disabled) was first introduced by home

computers such as the Commodore Amiga and (later) Atari Falcon. These computers used

interlace to boost the maximum vertical resolution. These modes were only suited to graphics or

gaming, as the flickering interlace made reading text in word processor, database, or spreadsheet

software difficult. (Modern game consoles solve this problem by pre-filtering the 480i video to a

lower resolution. For example Final Fantasy XII suffers from flicker when the filter is turned off,

but stabilizes once filtering is restored. The computers of the 1980s lacked sufficient power to

run similar filtering software.)

The advantage of a 720480i overscanned computer was an easy interface with interlaced TV

production, leading to the development of Newtek's Video Toaster. This device allowed Amigas

to be used for CGI creation in various news departments (example: weather overlays), drama

programs such as NBC's seaQuest, WB's Babylon 5, and early computer-generated animation by

Disney for the Little Mermaid, Beauty and the Beast, and Aladdin. In the PC world, the IBM

PS/2 VGA and MCGA (multi-color) on-board graphics chips used a non-interlaced (progressive)

640480x16 color resolution that was easier to read and thus more-useful for office work. It was

the standard resolution from 1990 to around 1996. The standard resolution was 800600 until
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around 2000. Today most web browsers are set to 1280x1024.[citation needed] Microsoft Windows

XP is designed to run at 800600 minimum although it is possible to select the original 640480 in

the Advanced Settings Window. Linux, FreeBSD, and most Unix variants use the X Window

System and can run at any desired resolution as long as the display and video card support it.

Programs designed to mimic older hardware such as Atari, Sega, or Nintendo game consoles

(emulators) when attached to multiscan CRTs, routinely use much lower resolutions such as

160x200 or 320x400 for greater authenticity.

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Have an Overview of Vector Graphics

 Learn about the Motivation and Vector Graphics

 Understand Advantages to this style of drawing over raster graphics

 Learn about Vector operations

Definition/Overview:

Vector graphics: Vector graphics is the use of geometrical primitives such as points, lines,

curves, and shapes or polygon(s), which are all based upon mathematical equations, to represent

images in computer graphics.
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Key Points:

1. Overview of Vector Graphics

Vector graphics formats are complementary to raster graphics, which is the representation of

images as an array of pixels, as it is typically used for the representation of photographic images.

There are instances when working with vector tools and formats is best practice, and instances

when working with raster tools and formats is best practice. There are times when both formats

come together. An understanding of the advantages and limitations of each technology and the

relationship between them is most likely to result in efficient and effective use of tools.

2. Motivation and Vector Graphics

For example, consider circle of radius r. The main pieces of information a program needs in

order to draw this circle are

 That the following data are describing a circle

 The radius r and equation of a circle

 The location of the center point of the circle

 Stroke line style and colour (possibly transparent)

 Fill style and colour (possibly transparent)

3. Advantages to this style of drawing over raster graphics

This minimal amount of information translates to a much smaller file size compared to large

raster images (the size of representation doesn't depend on the dimensions of the object), though

a vector graphic with a small file size is often said to lack detail compared with a real world

photo. Correspondingly, one can indefinitely zoom in on e.g. a circle arc, and it remains smooth.

On the other hand, a polygon representing a curve will reveal being not really curved.
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On zooming in, lines and curves need not get wider proportionally. Often the width is either not

increased or less than proportional. On the other hand, irregular curves represented by simple

geometric shapes may be made proportionally wider when zooming in, to keep them looking

smooth and not like these geometric shapes. The parameters of objects are stored and can be later

modified. This means that moving, scaling, rotating, filling etc. doesn't degrade the quality of a

drawing. Moreover, it is usual to specify the dimensions in device-independent units, which

results in the best possible rasterization on raster devices. From a 3-D perspective, rendering

shadows is also much more realistic with vector graphics, as shadows can be abstracted into the

rays of light which form them. This allows for photo realistic images and renderings.

4. Vector operations

Vector graphics editors typically allow rotation, movement, mirroring, stretching, skewing,

affine transformations, changing of z-order and combination of primitives into more complex

objects. More sophisticated transformations include set operations on closed shapes (union,

difference, intersection, etc.). Vector graphics are ideal for simple or composite drawings that

need to be device-independent, or do not need to achieve photo-realism. For example, the

PostScript and PDF page description languages use a vector graphics model. Advanced vector

artists are developing more photo-realistic vector art every day.

4.1 Printing

Vector art is key for printing. Since the art is made from a series of mathematical curves

it will print very crisp even when resized. For instance one can take the same vector logo

and print it on a business card, and then enlarge it to billboard size and keep the same

crisp quality. A low-resolution raster graphic would blur incredibly if it were enlarged

from business card size to billboard size.
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4.2 3D modeling

In 3D computer graphics, vectorized surface representations are most common (bitmaps

can be used for special purposes such as surface texturing, height-field data and bump

mapping). At the low-end, simple meshes of polygons are used to represent geometric

detail in applications where interactive frame rates or simplicity are important. At the

high-end, where one is willing to trade-off higher rendering times for increased image

quality and precision, smooth surface representations such as Bzier patches, NURBS or

Subdivision surfaces are used. One can however achieve a smooth surface rendering from

a polygonal mesh through the use of shading algorithms such as Phong and Gouraud.

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Understand the Process of Creating 3D

 Learn about Modeling

 Develop learning regarding Layout and animation

 Comprehend the notion of Rendering

 Understand about Distinct from photorealistic 2D graphics

Definition/Overview:

Overview: 3D computer graphics (in contrast to 2D computer graphics) are graphics that use a

three-dimensional representation of geometric data that is stored in the computer for the purposes

of performing calculations and rendering 2D images. Such images may be for later display or for

real-time viewing. Despite these differences, 3D computer graphics rely on many of the same

algorithms as 2D computer vector graphics in the wire-frame model and 2D computer raster
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graphics in the final rendered display. In computer graphics software, the distinction between 2D

and 3D is occasionally blurred; 2D applications may use 3D techniques to achieve effects such

as lighting, and primarily 3D may use 2D rendering techniques. 3D computer graphics are often

referred to as 3D models. Apart from the rendered graphic, the model is contained within the

graphical data file. However, there are differences. A 3D model is the mathematical

representation of any three-dimensional object (either inanimate or living). A model is not

technically a graphic until it is visually displayed. Due to 3D printing, 3D models are not

confined to virtual space. A model can be displayed visually as a two-dimensional image through

a process called 3D rendering, or used in non-graphical computer simulations and calculations.

Key Points:

1. The Process of Creating 3D

The process of creating 3D computer graphics can be sequentially divided into three basic

phases: 3D modeling which describes the process of forming the shape of an object, layout and

animation which describes the motion and placement of objects within a scene, and 3D rendering

which produces an image of an object.

2. Modeling

The model describes the process of forming the shape of an object. The two most common

sources of 3D models are those originated on the computer by an artist or engineer using some

kind of 3D modeling tool, and those scanned into a computer from real-world objects. Models

can also be produced procedurally or via physical simulation.
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3. Layout and animation

Before objects are rendered, they must be placed (laid out) within a scene. This is what defines

the spatial relationships between objects in a scene including location and size. Animation refers

to the temporal description of an object, i.e., how it moves and deforms over time. Popular

methods include keyframing, inverse kinematics, and motion capture, though many of these

techniques are used in conjunction with each other. As with modeling, physical simulation is

another way of specifying motion.

4. Rendering

Rendering converts a model into an image either by simulating light transport to get

photorealistic images, or by applying some kind of style as in non-photorealistic rendering. The

two basic operations in realistic rendering are transport (how much light gets from one place to

another) and scattering (how surfaces interact with light). This step is usually performed using

3D computer graphics software or a 3D graphics API. The process of altering the scene into a

suitable form for rendering also involves 3D projection which allows a three-dimensional image

to be viewed in two dimensions. There are a multitude of websites designed to help educate and

support 3D graphic artists. Some are managed by software developers and content providers, but

there are standalone sites as well (such as Renderosity). These communities allow for members

to seek advice, post tutorials, provide product reviews or post examples of their own work.

5. Distinct from photorealistic 2D graphics

Not all computer graphics that appear 3D are based on a wireframe model. 2D computer graphics

with 3D photorealistic effects are often achieved without wireframe modeling and are sometimes

indistinguishable in the final form. Some graphic art software includes filters that can be applied

to 2D vector graphics or 2D raster graphics on transparent layers. Visual artists may also copy or

visualize 3D effects and manually render photorealistic effects without the use of filters. See also

still life.
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Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Identify Types of graphs

 Learn about A directed acyclic graph

 Comprehend the different shapes of graphs including Undirected, Finite, Simple, Regular,

Weighted, Mixed and Complete Graph.

 Develop learning regarding Loop

 Understand the notion of Multi graph

 Identify the properties of graphs

 Learn Drawing graphs

 Comprehend Graph-theoretic data structures

Definition/Overview:

Graph: In mathematics and computer science, a graph is the basic object of study in graph

theory. Informally speaking, a graph is a set of objects called points, nodes, or vertices connected

by links called lines or edges. In a proper graph, which is by default undirected, a line from point

A to point B is considered to be the same thing as a line from point B to point A. In a digraph,

short for directed graph, the two directions are counted as being distinct arcs or directed edges.

Typically, a graph is depicted in diagrammatic form as a set of dots (for the points, vertices, or

nodes), joined by curves (for the lines or edges).

.
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Key Points:

1. Types of graphs

A directed graph or digraph G is an ordered pair G: = (V,A) with V is a set, whose elements are

called vertices or nodes, A is a set of ordered pairs of vertices, called directed edges, arcs, or

arrows. An arc e = (x,y) is considered to be directed from x to y; y is called the head and x is

called the tail of the arc; y is said to be a direct successor of x, and x is said to be a direct

predecessor of y. If a path leads from x to y, then y is said to be a successor of x, and x is said to

be a predecessor of y. The arc (y,x) is called the arc (x,y) inverted.

A directed graph G is called symmetric if, for every arc that belongs to G, the corresponding

inverted arc also belongs to G. A symmetric loopless directed graph is equivalent to an

undirected graph with the pairs of inverted arcs replaced with edges; thus the number of edges is

equal to the number of arcs halved. A variation on this definition is the oriented graph, which is a

graph (or multigraph; )with an orientation or direction assigned to each of its edges. A distinction

between a directed graph and an oriented simple graph is that if x and y are vertices, a directed

graph allows both (x,y) and (y,x) as edges, while only one is permitted in an oriented graph. A

more fundamental difference is that, in a directed graph (or multigraph), the directions are fixed,

but in an oriented graph (or multigraph), only the underlying graph is fixed, while the orientation

may vary.

2. A directed acyclic graph.

A directed graph is occasionally called a dag or DAG, is a directed graph with no directed

cycles. In the theory of Lie groups, a quiver Q is a directed graph serving as the domain of, and

thus characterizing the shape of, a representation V defined as a functor, specifically an object of

the functor category FinVctKF(Q) where F(Q) is the free category on Q consisting of paths in Q

and FinVctK is the category of finite dimensional vector spaces over a field K. Representations
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of a quiver label its vertices with vector spaces and its edges (and hence paths) compatibly with

linear transformations between them, and transform via natural transformations.

3. Undirected graph

A graph G = {V,E} in which every edge is undirected. This is the same as a digraph (look above)

where for an edge (v,u) there is an edge from v to u and u to v.

4. Finite graph

A finite graph is a graph G = <V,E> such that V(G) and E(G) are finite sets.

5. Simple graph

A simple graph is an undirected graph that has no self-loops and no more than one edge between

any two different vertices. In a simple graph the edges of the graph form a set (rather than a

multiset) and each edge is a pair of distinct vertices. In a simple graph with p vertices every

vertex has a degree that is less than p.

6. Regular graph

A regular graph is a graph where each vertex has the same number of neighbors, i.e., every

vertex has the same degree or valency. A regular graph with vertices of degree k is called a

k-regular graph or regular graph of degree k.

7. Weighted graph

A graph is a weighted graph if a number (weight) is assigned to each edge. Such weights might

represent, for example, costs, lengths or capacities, etc. depending on the problem. Weight of the

graph is sum of the weights given to all edges.
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8. Mixed graph

A mixed graph G is a graph in which some edges may be directed and some may be undirected.

It is written as an ordered triple G := (V, E, A) with V, E, and A defined as above. Directed and

undirected graphs are special cases.

9. Complete graph

Complete graphs have the feature that each pair of vertices has an edge connecting them.

10. Loop

A loop is an edge (directed or undirected) which starts and ends on the same vertex; these may

be permitted or not permitted according to the application. In this context, an edge with two

different ends is called a link.

11. Multi graph

The term "multigraph" is generally understood to mean that multiple edges (and sometimes

loops) are allowed. Where graphs are defined so as to allow loops and multiple edges, a

multigraph is often defined to mean a graph without loops, however, where graphs are defined so

as to disallow loops and multiple edges, the term is often defined to mean a "graph" which can

have both multiple edges and loops, although many use the term "pseudograph" for this meaning.

12. Properties of graphs

Two edges of a graph are called adjacent (sometimes coincident) if they share a common vertex.

Two arrows of a directed graph are called consecutive if the head of the first one is at the nock

(notch end) of the second one. Similarly, two vertices are called adjacent if they share a common

edge (consecutive if they are at the notch and at the head of an arrow), in which case the

common edge is said to join the two vertices. An edge and a vertex on that edge are called

incident. The graph with only one vertex and no edges is called the trivial graph. A graph with
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only vertices and no edges is known as an edgeless graph. The graph with no vertices and no

edges is sometimes called the null graph or empty graph, but not all mathematicians allow this

object. In a weighted graph or digraph, each edge is associated with some value, variously called

its cost, weight, length or other term depending on the application; such graphs arise in many

contexts, for example in optimal routing problems such as the traveling salesman problem.

Normally, the vertices of a graph, by their nature as elements of a set, are distinguishable. This

kind of graph may be called vertex-labeled. However, for many questions it is better to treat

vertices as indistinguishable; then the graph may be called unlabeled. (Of course, the vertices

may be still distinguishable by the properties of the graph itself, e.g., by the numbers of incident

edges). The same remarks apply to edges, so that graphs which have labeled edges are called

edge-labeled graphs. Graphs with labels attached to edges or vertices are more generally

designated as labeled. Consequently, graphs in which vertices are indistinguishable and edges are

indistinguishable are called unlabeled. (Note that in the literature the term labeled may apply to

other kinds of labeling, besides that which serves only to distinguish different vertices or edges.)

13. Drawing graphs

Graphs are represented graphically by drawing a dot for every vertex, and drawing an arc

between two vertices if they are connected by an edge. If the graph is directed, the direction is

indicated by drawing an arrow. A graph drawing should not be confused with the graph itself

(the abstract, non-graphical structure) as there are several ways to structure the graph drawing.

All that matters is which vertices are connected to which others by how many edges and not the

exact layout. In practice it is often difficult to decide if two drawings represent the same graph.

Depending on the problem domain some layouts may be better suited and easier to understand

than others.

14. Graph-theoretic data structures

There are different ways to store graphs in a computer system. The data structure used depends

on both the graph structure and the algorithm used for manipulating the graph. Theoretically one
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can distinguish between list and matrix structures but in concrete applications the best structure

is often a combination of both. List structures are often preferred for sparse graphs as they have

smaller memory requirements. Matrix structures on the other hand provide faster access for some

applications but can consume huge amounts of memory.

Topic : Introduction To Autocad 2005

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the students will be able to:

 Learn about AutoCAD Supported Applications

 Identify AutoCAD LT

 Develop learning regarding AutoCAD Student Versions

 Understand the notion of Vertical programs

Definition/Overview:

AutoCAD: AutoCAD is a CAD software application for 2D and 3D design and drafting,

developed and sold by Autodesk, Inc. Initially released in late 1982, AutoCAD was one of the

first CAD programs to run on personal computers, and notably the IBM PC. Most CAD software

at the time ran on graphics terminals connected to mainframe computers or mini-computers. In

earlier releases, AutoCAD used primitive entities such as lines, polylines, circles, arcs, and text

as the foundation for more complex objects. Since the mid-1990s, AutoCAD has supported

custom objects through its C++ API. Modern AutoCAD includes a full set of basic solid

modeling and 3D tools, but lacks some of the more advanced capabilities of solid modeling

applications.
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Key Points:

1. AutoCAD Supported Applications

AutoCAD supports a number of application programming interfaces (APIs) for customization

and automation. These include AutoLISP, Visual LISP, VBA, .NET and ObjectARX.

ObjectARX is a C++ class library, which was also the base for products extending AutoCAD

functionality to specific fields, to create products such as AutoCAD Architecture, AutoCAD

Electrical, AutoCAD Civil 3D, or third-party AutoCAD-based applications. AutoCAD's native

file format, DWG, and to a lesser extent, its interchange file format, DXF, have become de facto

standards for CAD data interoperability. AutoCAD in recent years has included support for

DWF, a format developed and promoted by Autodesk for publishing CAD data. In 2006,

Autodesk estimated the number of active DWG files to be in excess of one billion. In the past,

Autodesk has estimated the total number of DWG files in existence to be more than three billion.

AutoCAD currently runs exclusively on Microsoft desktop operating systems. Versions for Unix

and Macintosh were released in the 1980s and 1990s, but these were later dropped. AutoCAD

can run on an emulator or compatibility layer like Virtual PC or Wine, albeit subject to various

performance issues that can often arise when working with 3D objects or large drawings.

AutoCAD and AutoCAD LT are available for German, French, Italian, Spanish, Japanese,

Korean, Chinese Simplified (No LT), Chinese Traditional, Russian, Czech, Polish, Hungarian

(No LT), Brazilian Portuguese (No LT), Danish, Dutch, Swedish, Finnish, Norwegian and

Vietnamese. The extent of localization varies from full translation of the product to

documentation only

2. AutoCAD LT

AutoCAD LT is a "scaled down" version of AutoCAD. It costs less (approx. $900 USD versus

around $4,000 USD for the full AutoCAD). It is also available for purchase at computer stores,

unlike AutoCAD which has to be purchased from an official Autodesk dealer. It was developed
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so Autodesk could have an entry-level CAD package available to compete in that price class.

Today AutoCAD LT is marketed as a CAD package for those who only need 2D functionality.

Compared to the full edition of AutoCAD, AutoCAD LT lacks several features. Most notably, it

has no 3D modeling capabilities (though it has a full suite of 3D viewing functions for looking at

3D models created in other CAD packages) and does not include any programming interfaces,

such as support for most 3rd party programs and does not support LISP programs. A full listing

of differences is on the Autodesk website. AutoCAD LT originated by taking the codebase of

AutoCAD and commenting out substantial portions, which allowed AutoCAD and AutoCAD LT

to be developed simultaneously.

3. AutoCAD Student Versions

AutoCAD is licensed at a significant discount over commercial retail pricing to qualifying

students and teachers, with both a 14 month and perpetual license available. The student version

of AutoCAD is functionally identical to the full commercial version, with one exception: DWG

files created or edited by a student version have an internal bit-flag set (the "educational flag").

When such a DWG file is printed by any version of AutoCAD (commercial or student), the

output will include a plot stamp / banner on all four sides. Objects created in the Student Version

cannot be used for commercial use. These Student Version objects can and will 'infect' a

commercial version DWG file if imported. The Autodesk student community provides registered

students with free access to different Autodesk applications. While AutoCAD is not available as

standalone downloadable application, students have access to some other applications, which

include AutoCAD, such as Civil3D or AutoCAD Architecture.

4. Vertical programs

Autodesk has also developed a few vertical programs, sometimes called Desktops, for discipline-

specific enhancements. AutoCAD Architecture (formerly Architectural Desktop), for example,

permits architectural designers to draw 3D objects such as walls, doors and windows, with more

intelligent data associated with them, rather than simple objects such as lines and circles. The

data can be programmed to represent specific architectural products sold in the construction
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industry, or extracted into a data file for pricing, materials estimation, and other values related to

the objects represented. Additional tools allow designers to generate standard 2D drawings, such

as elevations and sections, from a 3D architectural model. Similarly, Civil Design, Civil Design

3D, and Civil Design Professional allow data-specific objects to be used, allowing standard civil

engineering calculations to be made and represented easily. AutoCAD Mechanical, AutoCAD

Electrical, AutoCAD Civil 3D, and AutoCAD Map 3D are other examples of industry-specific

CAD applications built on the AutoCAD platform.
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